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Atari: ‘Ours 
are the best’ 
Jack Tramiel, Atari chairman 
of the board, made his first 
public appearance in Britain 
recently at a press conference 
where he spoke of his plans for 
the company in 1985. 

Future plans include an 
immense range of new 
roducts, includin 

Family of four terete ight. 
bit. machines; a selection of 
16-bit machines with ‘high 
grade graphics’ retailing at 
around £300; and in June or 
July the launch of a 32-bit 
‘complete workstation retailing 
at around £1,000. 

“Too many people have got 
too fat out of this business’, 
declared Mr Tramiel. That's 
why he has revolutionised 
Atari's policies adn slashed the 
price of the 800XL to £129.99 
and accompanying software to 
£7.99. 

Jack Tramiel 
positive about 
computers adn software and 
when asked why he thought 
customers would opt for Atari 
instead of one o} 
home-grown brand, he replied 
‘Ours are the best’. 

And he doesn’t see the 
shortage of software to be a 
problem. ‘We'll look into that} 
he said, 

was very | 
both Atari 

A full supporting range of 
peripherals, printers ete is also 
planned to back up the 
campaign, and the company 

| plans to’ go public in the 
summer of 1985. It’s expected 
this will bring in an estimated 
$150 billion 

Jack Tramiel has so far 
exerted his authority by 
streamlining the business in 
America, axing people not 
necessary to production. Fully- 
automated factories are on the 
cards, to enable Atari to| 
produce machines as cheaply as 
Hong Kong or Taiwan. 

“L place my money where my 
mouth is said Mr Tramiel And 
Personal, investments totalling 
775 million dollars support his 

confidence. 
When questioned about the 

Japanese MSX system, Mr 
Tramiel said he thought the 
machines were nice. The mass 
market is what he’s aiming for: 
‘We're not in the business of 
competing with IBM, we want 
to mass produce for the home 
market? ; 

Atari will be helping kids 
fulfill their dreams, according 

to Jack Tramiel. ‘It’s every 
kid’s dream to become od 
millionaire by writing. a good 
pr nd 

‘our own} 

be pie to help them @ 
their way by supplying 

affordable machines with the 
back-up support of more 
‘educational titles. 

Atarisoft is secure and will 

New factories will be built in 
America to cater for the 
expansion and a European 
factory is scheduled to be set up 
in about three years. 
sh the proposed 7800 
umes machine will be serapped 

fo make way for. more 
ambitious plans. Staff have 
been sacrificed: the workforce 
of 12,000 has been pared down 
to 3,000. Mr Tramiel commen- 
ted: ‘We want to pass the 
savings on to the customers! 

The European market is 
where the company’s high 
hopes lie, since Atari intends to 
exceed the American there. And 
the long-term aim is to take 
Atari into the billion dollar 
profit Goa aes To achieve that 

goal, initial investment of $150 
million is necessary. 

Mr Tramiel expressed his 
concern, or lack of it, for his 
competitors with the words: ‘If 
someone is producing better 
computers than me at a lower 
price then people will buy them? 

And he’s certainly making it 
hard for his rivals with his 
pricing policy. Mr Tramiel has 
already had some success with 
altering Atari’s run of losses, 
speculated as being in the 
millions weekly. He laughed: 
*We were only losing 10 million 

wrchases, particularly with 
Christmas’ approaching: said 
John Rowland, W H Smith’s 

controller for 
personal computers. 

You can find out more about 

ever, you won’t be able to get 

Jack Tramiel: ‘Too many people are getting fat from this 
business’ 

credit from the two W H Smith 
computer shops at Heathrow 
airport, or from any of Smith’s 
computer departments. 

Cc for Clever 
Now available from Hisoft: 
Hisoft C — a powerful version 
of the C systems programming 
language for the 48K Spectrum, 
currently used by leading 
software houses to develop their 
Programs. 

Hisoft contains an interactive 
mode in which C statements are 
executed as you type them in. 
Dave Howorth of Hisoft said: 
‘This makes Hisoft C ideal for 
beginners and advanced users 
alike? 

Available on the 48K 
Spectrum, it costs £25. 

Hisoft, 180 High St North, 
Dunstable LU6 IAT 

Game, set 
and match 

Top-selling tennis game Match 
Point from Psion is now 
available for the Commodore 
64. Released on the Spectrum 
last summer, Match Point is 
Psion’s first. Commodore 

release. 
You can play against the 

or a friend or just 
watch the exhibition game. 
Match Point includes 

features like 3D screens with 
ball boys, backhand and] 
forehand drives and dropshots. 
The heads of the audience move 
to and fro. 

Available now, it costs £7.95. 

Psion, 22 Dorset Sq, London 
NWI '60G 

Cassette 
swap deal 

Level 9's popular adventure 
are now available on disc 

for the Commodore 64. There 
are six titles in all including the 
latest adventure Return to 
Eden. 

If you've already bought the 
games on cassette but would 
prefer disc, Level 9 is operating 
an exchange deal. Send in your 
cassette £2:50'and you will | 
receive the disc. 

Price: £9.95 on cassette, | 
£11.95 on disc. 

Level 9, 229 flughenden Rd, 
Wycombe, High Bucks HP3 
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TV quiz game 
A new computer quiz game is 
now available, based on the 
popular Central TV series Block 
Busters. 
Produced by Macsen soft- 

ware jn conjunction with 
Central TV, it runs on the BBC 
B, Electron, Commodore 64 
and Spectrum. 
Two players compete in 

answering general knowledge 
questions set by the computer 
out of the hundreds stored on 
the program. The object is to 
‘complete a path across a 4x 4 
matrix of hexagons, 

You can sclect the number of 
rounds and level of difficulty 
and a time factor is involved. 

Also available is a follow-up 
program called Questionmaster, 
which provides extra questions, 

Block Buster costs £7.95 and 
once you've bought that you 
can purchase Questionmaster at 
a special price of £5.95, 

Macsen Software, GBA CYF, 
17 Nott Sq, Carmarthen, Dyfed 
SA31 IPQ 

Fight the 
wizard 

Quicksilva states it has just 
released an exciting new game 
called Black Thunder which is 
available for the CBM 64 — 
£12.95 on disc and £7.95 on 
cassette, 

‘The hero is the super-human 
Crow-Ther who battles against 
the evil wizard. You play the 
part of the hero and travel the 

strange country in a 
ic vehicle, 

Quicksilva says there are 
astounding full colour graphics, 
smooth scrolling and a radar 
showing your progr 
Software-produced speech is a 
feature: the game is compatible 
with the Currah Speech Unit. 

Quicksilva, Palmerston Park 
, 13 Palmerston Rd, South- 

ampton 

Unearth 
those 
secrets 

If you've ever wanted to analyse 
the personalities of your friends 
then Thorn/EMI has a product | 
which may interest you. 

Mind Prober provides users 
with an insight into anyone's mind, so Thorn/EMI claims. 

‘The program asks the user 
whether certain, characteristics 
apply to the subject involved, In 
a few moments the computer 
feturns an overall character 
assessment. It’s claimed that 

you can even use it on people 
you know only slightly. 

Now you can understand 
your boss better or your parents 
and friends. 

Available on the Commodore 
64, Mind Prober costs £19.95. 

Thorn/EMI, Thomson Hse, 
296 Farnborough Rd, Farnbor- 
ough, Hants 

Two to teach 
Acornsoft’s new range of 
educational software kicks off 
with Spooky Manor and Work- 
shop £9.95 (BBC) and £9.20 
(Electron). Both are also 
available on BBC disc for 
£11.50. 
Two more titles, ABC and 

Talkback will be available in the 
New Year. 
Spooky Manor is an 

adventure set in a haunted 
house. Up to four people can 
compete or co-operate to solve 
the problems involved. There is 
a map drawing, language work, 
exploration’ and — the 
development of strategies. 

Workship presents the user 
with coloured shapes to move 
around the screen and 
transform using ‘machines! A 
square can be squashed to make 
an oblong or even a flat line, 

The “user can also create 
° motion graphics out 

sequences of operations. 
Acornsoft, 18 Tower St, Covent 
Garden, London WC2H 9NN 

Helping 
hotline 

Having heard endless pleas for 
help and clues, the Argus Mind 
Games’ team has set up the 
Alien Hotline to cope with the 
frustration experienced by 
frantic Alien fans. 
The hotline is a counselling 

service for troubled Spectrum 
and Commodore owners. These 
intrepid gamers, having put 
forward their original fee of 
£8.99, are now complaining 
that they are spending ten times 
this amount in psychiatrist's 
fees, according to a source at 
Mind Games. 

‘A Brahms concerto played 
on the Commodore synthesizer 
creates a soothing background 
for the counsellors, who 
repeatedly stress that users 
mustn't panic} said a spokes- 
person for Mind Games. ‘Hints 
like ‘clean the catbox’ or ‘cats 
object to not being. fed 
properly’ abound? 

If you're completely baffled 
and tearing your hair out, call 
Mind Games on 01-437-0626. 
Mind Games, No. 1 Golden Sq, 
London WIR 3AB 
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Stars of Alien — the film, who feature in Alien — the game. | 

Here are the results of our 
Temptation competition, 
published in issue 76. Seventy- 
five winners will each receive a 
copy of The Journey and 
Admiral Graf Spee. 

Alexander Walker, Kilmar- 
nock; Elliot Mason, Hove; 
Keith Stonehouse, Warringtos 
Andrew Morrison, Allo: 
David Dew, Rickmanswort! 
N_ Pike, Wakefield; 

R 
Tain 

McConnell, Stoke-on-Trent; 
Darron Tuc! 
Bateman-Smith 
Crane, Stoke- 
Greasby, Wakefield; ’ James 
Mace, Amesbury; Roy Horslen, 
Peterborough; Robert Crowe, 
Preston; Colin Dawn, Chester- 
field; Stephen Ackerman, 
Mitcham; Paul McCann, | 
Luton; S Summerscales, Batley 
William Barker, Washington; R 
| Gardiner, Blaby; Jason Parris, 
Abergavenny; K' Betteridge, 
Warley; Robin Davis, Redruth: 
Mark Gregg, London; A P 
Garner, Heywood; M L Gadd, 
Bargoed; E Stephens, Cardiff: 
Graham’ Tappern, ‘Reading: 
Kim Yarwood, Hatfield; Keith 
Austin, Billingham; M V Priest 
man, Birmingham; Steven 
Rigby, London; H S Lee, 

Congleton; Grahame Chidwick, 
Grimsby; D R Matless, Long. 
Stratton; J- Woffenden, St 
Albans; Alex Darnes, 
Chelmsford; Denver Riche 
Plymouth; P Corbett, London; 
Alan Hurst, St Helens; Karen 
Stalker, Fraserburgh; C Dolan, 
Isleworth; James Bro. 
Redditch; Mark Ackland, 
Iifracombe; Stefan Musgr 
Ipswich; James Cochrane, 
Fred Baxter, Oldh; 
Johnson, Liverpool; B: 
Evans, Whitley Bay; H W Bray, 
London; Darren Clarke, North: 
ampton; Lee Foulser, Codicote; 
Steve Johnson, Sale; George 
Pimm, Sale; 'D_S” Nisbett, 
Leicester; Brian Hall, 
Coventry; B Bassingthwaight, 
Yeovil; Chris Thornton, North 
Malton; juest, Barnsley; 
Michael Hewitt, ‘Hull; Karl 
French, Hartlepool; J. J 
Hartoff, Nuneaton; B E Oakes, 
Rugby; Matthew Goodwin, 
Bolton; Richard _ 1 
Smith, Luton; Andrew Farrell, 
London; R Oliver, Stamford; 

Jones, Bovington. 

Wharton- | 
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WORDSWORTH! 
x THE GAME { 

FOR ALL THE FAMILY 

BASED ON THE POPULAR “FIND THE WORD” GAME 
x A REAL TEASER AND CHALLENGE FOR 

PLAYERS OF ALL AGES. 

Any number of players can 

join in. 

Words are hidden in all 
directions they can also link up 
or cross each other too! 

Play computers words 
or your own! 

Try to beat the computer 

at competition level! 

Nursery rhymes, proverbs, 

sayings can be used - even 
foreign words - 

Wordsworth® can cope. 

* 26 levels of play x Use computers words 

* Up to 30 words can be * A game for all ages 
used in any game 

* Endless hrs. of enjoyment* Competition level 
* Easy to read re-defined * Every game a new 

characters challenge 
* Helps children spell * 

WORDSWORTH is available by 
Mail Order from:- 

Wordsworth Software Ltd 
P.O. Box 304, Reading, Berks RG20RH 

‘SPECIAL OFFER Name 
Buying Wordsworth as a gift? 
Customers will be sent Wordsworth © 
Gilt wrapped with label - please tick 

gift wrapped box on coupon x 

Company Reg, No. 175 0964 
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Ocean 
Knight Lore 
Ultimate 
Booty 
Firebird 
Starstrike 3D 
Realtime Software 
Skooldaze 
Microsphere 
Underwurlde 
Ultimate 
Doomdark’s Revenge 
Beyond 
Beach-Head 
US Gold 
Match Day 
Ocean 
Pyjamarama 
Mikro-Gen 

Daley Thompson's Decathlon Elite 
Acorsoft 
Sabre Wulf 
Unimate 
Football Manager 
Addictive Games 
Manic Miner 
Software Projects 
Jet Pac 
Ukimate 
Eddie Kidd Jump Challenge 
Martech 
Frak 
Aardvark 
The Hobbit 
Melbourne House 
Grand Prix 3D 
Software Invasion 
Micro Olymics 
Micro User 

1 Ghostbusters 
Activision 

2 Staff of Karnath 
Uitimate 

3 Daley Thompson's Decathlon 
Ocean 

4 Raid over Moscow 
US Gold 

5 _ International Football 
Commodore 

6 Combat Lynx 
Durell 

7 Zaxxon 
Centresoft 

8 Summer Games 
Quicksilva 

9 Beach-Head 
US Gold 

Booty 
Firebird 
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Toy Bizarre 
CBM 64 £9.99 The control over your playing 

Activision, 15 Harley Hse, Mary- man is good, You may fly up in 
lebone Rd, Regent Park, London the air by jumping on a piston NWI SHE platform or simply jump. to 

Bvoid a toy or Hefty Hilda, The 
You are Merton the maintenance action is colourful, smooth and 
man, and you move around a toy. fas 
factory and keep law and order.” My criticism is that it does not 

‘AU the six gas valves balloons hold my attention because it has 
are filled ‘up. You. must a simple and repetitive cycle of 
constantly Keep all of the valves turning off the values time after 
turned off, Meanwhile, Hefty time. A friend, however, is going Hilda turns them back on again. crazy to get playing it. Kal. 

Ifthe balloons are not popped 
they release toys which work instructions 20% 
their way to the bottom of the playability 70% 
Screen, you should try not to. graphics 208% 
touch’ them. There are ‘piston value for money 50% 
platforms —~ these work in pairs, 
Ifyou press one down another ae ae a 
will go. up. Ifa toy is on a 
platform as it goes up then itis 
Hunned” and. can. be touched 
without any danger. 

The Run Your 
Own League 

Ss m 
ask actos at Mix 

Liainlan, Pontyberem, Llanelli, 
Dyfed SAIS SHP 
Based on the popular TV series 
of the same name this program is 
a fairly faithful reproduction of 
the game. The first menu screen 
offers the ability to load up any 
of the seven sets of data supplied 
or one of your own, 
unfortunately the documentation 
hhad no details on how to produce 
such a file 

‘When you have loaded the 
questions and their punchlines 
you have the game screen 
Gisplayed. There are the usual 
eight boxes, with thei numbers 
displayed prominently, 
‘cross the screen. The punchlines 
are then displayed one by one 
with the number they hold. This 

aE 

Silicon Joy, 7a Richmond Hill, 

et cio match father a specialised utility, ; s 
which should be a real boon! It 

to document 

league simply and effectively: There's something here for 
ming the teams, drawing up , everyone. Try these unusual he fixture list for You, saving the 

results as they come in, and? Programs for a change 
ipdating the league table, » 
Menu. driven, all. :complica- 

tions, like teams. sharing. the 

whole thing can be saved to tape 
yr microdrive, and a revised 
sion produced after each 

jweek’s scores have been added. 
Various analyses can be called: 

fixtures unplayed, each team’s, 
results, or total results to date, The Moors 

large e, erro Amstrad 
rapping is excellent, and. UJ 

only. thing the  docimentatio CPC464 £6.95 
joesn't tell you is that a printer i Timeslip, Main St, Stoneyburn, sential W'Lothian EHS7 SAP 
A full size printer can be used 
cause RAMTOP will prevent Although the title gives little he BASIC from overwriting its away, this program plays a feware, This will limit the size rather mean game of Revers f the league which can be This is a board game in which ndled. J you place counters on a squared T was most impressed. A real board and then try to change all use for the Spectrum, ‘which your opponent's counters. into 

takes the pain out of areal chore your colour. 
It is very simple to learn yet 

difficult. to. master. The instructions instructions given are entirely on ase of use screen, the ‘cassette insert just display contains loading instructions and ‘value for money T'think that new players will find 
3 this a litte less than adequate. 

The problem of difficulty is 
compounded by the computer 
ting the level of skill 
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will play in the first game, the 
player having no control at all 
over this. 

1 found that at the Moderate 
level it plays a good game, with a 
great deal of the positional and 
Strategical intelligence that 
makes this game quite addictive. 

The biggest disappointment is 
the graphics, which can only be 
described as rather sparse and 
basic. A good game but with very 
few of the touches of quality that 
I would expect for this price. 

playability 
graphics 
value for money 

could have been improved with 
the line being displayed on the 
box concerned, instead of at the 
bottom of the screen. 

‘Questions follow one by one, 
each team has turns to guess the 
location. This is a fun game and 
will be ideal for a family get 
together over Christmas. 

The questions cover a good 
range from original mixtures to 
special pop and soccer games. 1 
can see this causing almost as 
much laughter in your living 
room as the origin D.C. 
instructions 65% 
playability 90% 
graphics 15% 
value for money 85% 

> ay 
Trio 

48K Spectrum 
£5.95 

icon Joy, Richmond Hill, 
Bournemouth BH2 6HE 

compilation of three games. 
Dracula's Castle features a maze 
f rooms, several containing 
lights and garlic. Drac tours the: 
castle, then the clock starts! Steer 
jour ‘man, opening doors 
ing igs. Eat some gai 

for protection from Drac. 
y catching bats, But watch out, 
he garlic only lasts 15. mins. 
nd Drac tours the castle 
egularly! 
Machine code and joystick 

control feature in Chaoti 
‘averns. Avoid the chasers, and 

rewarded with a more difficult 
and more chasers. 

Ascot is a horse race 
imulation for up to six players. 
allows the usual bets, with 

four Spectrum as bookie! The 
inners, their odds, form, and: 

colours’ are shown. When the 
ting’s over, it’s off to the 

race, which is shown complete 
with photo finishes. Your 

ood as 
ome full price rip-offs, and 

great fun to play, the concepts 
behind them are unusually 
original. Well worth the money, 
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= 

COUNTRY COTTAGES 
Two player strategy game with 
‘Landscape Creation’ — a 
revolutionary concept in computer 
graphics giving an infinite number 
of different scenic views, Buy, sell 

DAMBUSTERS and let, and become a property 
Guide your bomber carrying the tycoon but beware fires, burglaries 
famous bouncing bombs towards and disgruntied tenants. 
the enemy's dams. Release the 
bomb at exactly the right moment 
land see it bounce towards its 
target . . . but beware the deadly 
flak — Good hunting! 

ASSIGNMENT EAST 
BERLIN COMMODORE 64 
“OK. loeman here's your mission. ORPHEUS IN THE UNDERWORLD 

Beatone sre a nunca Orla How long can Orpheus survive the terrors of the 
Sd io Woon secaty eet Underworid? In his search for treasure he will 
them and’ bring them ‘back. to encounter deadly fireballs, lethal birds, rolling 
[Checkpoint Chatlie. Your time is boulders and worse. 120’different screens of} 
iron end yous) Wl Facets nea hair-raising terrors. A gripping arcade/adventure 
pee conoers is the blonde, ay game where your only defence is a steady hand ®% , agent or a double-agent?” A text 
adventure game requiring more and a strong nerve. 
than average skill to complete 
successfully. 

please tek 
STERLING SOFTWARE, To! STERLING SOFTWARE me Machine model 

(£.) GARFIELD HOUSE, 
‘te 86/88 EDGWARE ROAD, on 

LONDON W2 2YW. * ‘SPECTRUM 48K 

Tel: 01-258 0066 AMSTRAD CPC484 
‘STERLING SOFTWARE IS A DIVISION OF STERLING PUBLICATIONS LIMITED Delivery by etur 

Post Packing ree 
PC 
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The BBC Microcomputer System.The worlds best. 
still growing, 

‘The BBC Microcomputer System is designed, produced and distributed by Acorn Computers Ltd. 



Make new friends, 
With Mirrorsoft games, you can 

make loads of new friends like Mr. Bounce 
and Ceasar the Cat. Or, now, like 
Dr. Frankenstein, you can create your 
very own monsters and aliens. As well 
as friends and heroes to defeat them. 

GAMES CREATOR 
Invent your own games. As simple or as 

complex as you care to make them. The only real 
limitis your imagination. 

Forthe CBM64, the Games Creator comes 
with a step-by-step manual and three readyto-play 
games. Each demonstrates some of the programs 
exceptional features: shapes, movement, speed, 
scrolling backgrounds, scoring, music, sound 
effects and many more. And you don't need to 
know any program language to work it 

On fast loading cassette for the CBM64. £1295, 

STAR EGGS 
‘Aspace fantasy Earth is threatened by attack 

from Alien ifeforms hatching out in space. You 
‘mast first overcome the Guardians. Then into the 
Hatchery, up and down escalators and ladders to 
crack the eggs before the aliens escape. 

On fast loading cassette for the CBM64. £695 

CATASTROPHES 
Use a helicopter to build a hotel on an island 

paradise. But you have to move fast and design 
your building carefully because earthquakes, foods, 
storms and lightning can strike at any moment. 

For one ortwo players. On fast loading 
cy) cassette for the CBM64, £695 

and enemies. £7) STAR [ } ks Grey} 
en “re 

HI-BOUNCER 
‘Anarcade type game featuring Mr. Bounce 

and the Mc Men. But don't get the idea that its just 
aa kids’ game. Far fromit. There are four main 
screens each with eight levels of dficuty and 
complexity. Don't worry there's also a practice 
program with slower speeds. 

On cassette for the BBC B. £695, 

(CEASAR THE CAT 
Ceasar’s cute and quick. Help him hunt the 

crowded shelves for mice who eat all the food. 
Hemust catch the mice before the food disappears, 
Outstanding graphics, animation and sound. 

‘On cassette for the CBM64, Spectrum 48K, 
BBC B £695. 

SOFTWARE FORALL THE FAMILY 
Availabe from Boots, WH. Smith, Spectrum and all 
00d software stockists. Write fora free catalogueto: 

Mirrorsoft, Holbom Circus, London, EC1P 109. 



THIS WEEK our 
competition is open to 
owners of both Spectrum 
and Commodore 64 
computers. 

We are giving away 45 copies 
each of Micromega’s. top-selling 
games: Jasper and Jinn Genie 
Jasper, for the Spectrum costs 
46.95 while Jinn Genie for the 
‘Commodore 64 costs £8.95. 

Jasper is a very worried creature. 
The whole world has been turned 
upside down and he is in danger on 
every side. This is all due to the fact 
that the furt has wangled 

Now Jasper is wishing he had 
listened to the advice of his old 
mum. She knew what to do in such 
circumstances. His one chance is to 
get home to safety, but. (0 his 
horror he finds he has lost his door 
key 

Jasper is a cartoon adventure 
with 22 screens. You must help 
Jasper find his key and get home 
safe and sound, Achieving this 
successfully needs a great deal of 
skill and practice, 

Jinn Genie is set in the mystical 
land of Arabia. The Golden City 
hhas been taken over by the wicked 
Hfreet whose magic guardians watch 
‘over the city approaches and keep 
the passageways in darkness, The 
Hfreet himself is keeping the wise 
man behind bars in the Inner 
Sanctum. You play the part of the 
young hero whose mission is to 
liberate the city from the powers of 
evil 

If you want to experience the 
amazing adventures of Jasper or 
explore the realms of ancient 
Arabia, don’t miss this chance. The 
games Sound exciting and they are, 
combining arcade action and 
adventure. Can you meet the 
challenges they present? You won't 
know until you try, so enter our 
‘competition 

The format is somewhat different 
this week. It’s a multiple choice 
quiz and requires a bit of thought 
so put your thinking cap on! You 
could be the proud owner of a 
fascinating game that will be a 
credit to your collection 

Hurry up and put pen to paper, 
we're waiting for your entry! 

Questions 
1, Micromega's best selling game 
to date is 
a) Braxx Bluff 
b) Full Throttle 
) Codename Mat 

2. Jasper is 
a) arat 
b) a monkey 
©) a snake 

3. In Jinn Genie you travel by 
a) camel 
'b) magic carpet 
©) winged chariot 
Think carefully about the questions 
and write the answers in the space 
provided on the entry coupon. 
Remember: you must. write your 
answers on the back of your 
envelope as wel, 

How to enter 
Study the three questions and write 
the answers in the space provided 
on the entry coupon. For instance, 
if you think that the answer 10 
question 1 is a) then put the letter 
‘a’ in the space on the form, 

Complete the coupon clearly and 
fully —if you are a winner it will be 
used as a label; Send the coupon to 

Important: write the answers 10 
the questions on the back of your 
enyelope (as explained above). 

Send the coupon to: Micromega 
Competition, Home Computing 
Weekly, No, 1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB. Closing date is 
first post on Friday January 18, 
1985 

You may enter as many times as 
you wish, but each entry must be on 
an official coupon — not a copy — 
and sealed in a separate envelope, 

Prizes will arrive from 
Micromega within 28 days of the 
publication of the issue containing 
the results of the competition. 

The rules 
Entries will not be accepted from employees of Argus Specaist Publica tions, Micromega. and. Alabaster Past more & Sons, Ths restriction also applies toremployees families and agents Of the 
The How to Enter section forms part ofthe rile. 
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Available exclusively from 

QUICKSIIVA 
inassociation withThe Wizard Development Company Ltd. ~~ 

| & Quicksilva Mail Order, P.O. Box 6, Wimborne, Dorset BA21 7PY. 
eos _Rlephone (0202) 891744. 

Oy, ois “wisi @ 0 |< 



Joysticks 
and printers 
uickshot We look closely at the standard centronics-type and as 

soystick £8.95 Quickshot Il joystick and Pasrrmeatcmntettiteen 
to £12.95 Colour Plotter Printer. Read on | va to we i wih a Rs22 interface it is possible to buy an 

Spectravideo, 165 Garth Rd, to find out how they rated adaptor, according to the 
Morden, Surrey manual at least. 

The printer has just four main 
controls, each of which is a little 
‘square key on the right hand side 
of the machine. These are reset, 
colour select, forward feed and 
backfeed but by pressing the 
reset key and one of the others at 
the same time other functions are 
possible, including a self test 
using all four colours to print the 
full ASCII character set 

I found that the printer is quite 
tricky to load with the roll-fed 
paper. Coming from a roll the 
paper is a little curly and can go 
everywhere except where you 
really want it to. The paper is fed 
using small pinned wheels on 
either side, These hold the paper 
most securely and to test the 
Geies of accuracy, I printed the 

If-test four times on the same 
piece of paper without any trace 
of shadow — a real achievement 
in my opinion, 

It has two modes of operation: 
text mode in which you can print 
listings using ASCII characters, 
and graphics mode for drawing 
and using the machine as a 
plotter. The modes are selected 
by sending control codes to the 
printer and following these 
the co-ordinates to be used or the 
text to be printed. In_ graphics 
mode it is possible to set the pen 
to draw or move using both 
absolute and relative co-ordinate 
pairs. The codes are all very 
logical, D for draw, S for size, L 
for line type etc. Whilst I could 

Although no positive contact can not claim to be proficient yet, it 
be felt in any direction, control is had it! In addition, the leads isn’t difficult to use the well 
easy, except in the diagonal | which have to take all the | COMOUF PlOCtEF | designed manual to find all the 

There’s no doubt that the latest 
Quickshot is the best looking 
joystick around. I put it to a 
practical test 

The moulded grip fits the hand 
beautifully, leaving your 
forefinger exactly on the trigger 
fire-button at the front. Should 
you prefer it, however, there’s a 
top mounted button for your 
thumb. As the spindle is rather 
longer than the original 
Kempston Pro, there's more 
movement for the hand to make 
in all directions. This feels very 
smooth, and the stick is self- 
centering. 

Although the Quickshot is 
very light, the large base has 
suction cups to stabilise it when 
table-mounted. Also 
incorporated into the base is the 
auto-fire switch, which, when 
enabled, removes the need. to 
keep your finger clasped to the 
trigger, or firing like crazy; the 
Quickshot does this for you. 

If you prefer your joystick 
hand-held, then mouldings in the 
base make this more 
comfortable, though the suction 
pads get in the way and aren't 
easily removable 

In use the Quic 
comfortable and sensitive; the 
suction cups do their job ‘well 
The front-mounted trigger 
button is great. It makes firing 
much more precise than the top 
or base mounted variety. 

plane, when quite substantial | movement as they pass from the Printer information you need and there 
pressure has to be used and the | column into the base are very is an excellent reference 
result is not always predictable. | thin indeed. The method used to Centronics summary at the end. 

I find it rather hard to criticise 
this machine in any way. It is 
slow (6 cps), but then what can 
you expect from this type of, 
machine? You have to remember 
that it might make seven or eight 

The auto-fire option is only | make the contacts explains the 
really useful with games which | difficulty with diagonal Interface 
feature a ‘single shot” firing | movement. 
mode. Indeed, with some games, In comparison with the Zi 
it slows down other movements. | Stick, recently reviewed in 

With the covers off, it soon | HCW, the Quickshot certainly ‘Some time ago, Tandy brought 
becomes clear why the Quickshot | has the edge when it comes to | OUt a small ‘printer plotter | different movements of paper 
is so. light. It's virtually all | comfort, and is marginally better} Perated by four ball-point pens | and pen to create one character. 
plastic, and that includes the in terms of sensitivity. Where it and using four-inch wide paper. It isn’t really suitable for screen 

This product is a variation of the | dumps or for long listings but it 
same idea but this time able to | is exceptionally good at drawing 
feed A4-size sheets or even rolls | graphs and in four colours too. 
of Ad-width paper. By far its worst feature is the 

Working off the same type of | rather flimsy and insecure roll 
pen mechanism means that it is | feed mechanism which culd do 

insert "which strengthens the | falls down completely is in the 
column. Self centering is | standard of its construction, 
provided by a very short length | which is by no means robust. 
of spiral spring which seats at | Perhaps this is why 
either end in plastic bushes. Not | Spectravideo’s guarantee is 
very substantial. limited to 60 days, and seeks to 

‘The contacts are made direct | limit your statutory rights! The | apable of four-colour print and with a complete re-design. If you 
to the circuit board, this appears | Zip-Stick is guaranteed for two | faphics. The reason for there | have a use for a flat bed-type 
to flex when under pressure, One | years. You pays your money and | being no machine mentioned | plotter you could do much worse 
crack in this, and your joystick’s | youmakes your choice. D.M. | aboveisbecause theinterfaceisa | thanbuythismachine. D.C. 
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TI-99/4A Cassette Software 
From the longest established supplier of third party 

cassette software for the TI-99/4A. 
I have over 100 titles available including many which 
HCW have given 5 Star Review. * * & * x including It easy to 

complain about wn eed rt tl 
these auto BOWLS £6.00 : 

eS CHARACTER CREATOR: a powerful uility o help you define adver tisements your graphics characcr, wil work with the console only, Or can Use 
Cc dS e Extended Basic, Cassette or disc files, and printers. Only £4.00. 

PLANET DESTROYER, guide your craft to the depths of the 

But which ones? SGUIERER QWERTY, Ni me RIGHT to, witout loki 
00 
st Share 99. The best TI review in HCW this ea ey iar 

= the best for a long time"? Again plummet into the depths of the alien 
Every week millions of advertisements planet, avoiding the alien defenses. 100% for graphics! and only 

appear in print, on posters or in the cinema. £7.00 
Most of them comply with the rules IN EXTENDED BASIC (Extended Basic module required) 

NOTEWORTHY. Collect notes and avoid monsters! Super 
contained in the British Code of Advertising sraphics, and a surprise bonus sereen. A mere £5.00 and great value. 
Practice. WALLABY. Joystick required. different arcade game: change 

nat bre sernkes the colours of the squares and avoid death! £7.00 
But some of them break the rules and FLIP FLAP. Joystick required. A different arcade game: change 

warrant your complaints. the colours of the squares and avoid death! £6.00 ‘ 
, THE Wat w ct you survive on this one! If you're not sure about which ones they IR LS UE Ss eed) Ci IY) 

are, however, drop us a line and we'll send you LOTS MORE PROGRAMS FROM THE TI SUPPLIER WITH MORE 
an abridged copy of the Advertising Cod FIVE STAR REVIEWS THAN ANY OTHER! 

1 ferrets 3 MAIL ORDER ONLY 
Then, if an advertisement bothe SEND A LARGE STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE FOR AN 

you, you'll be justified in bothering us. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 
(Overseas send 4 International Reply Coupons) to: 

STAINLESS SOFTWARE, (Proprietor: S Shaw) 
10 Alstone Rd, STOCKPORT, Cheshire SK4 SAH 

Telephone Access orders to Arcade Hardware 
061-225 2248 

PACKED XMAS 
gs 

Toravinc an 1A alee io 

ees 

A” sortware 

SANTA AND THE GOBLINS. (Basic) ATLANTIS. (Basic) Over 80 entity INTRIGUE PENTHALON. (Ext basic] 5 QUADIMODO Help. (Ext basic) 20 ADVENTUREMANIA. (Basic) The 
FAN Tabalsus. Crrstios soeniare i Gtlorent scones, Even hos a tile scree Exciung Wack and field events. Tor 2 scenes. to clamour across using only cassette game chosen by Gomes 
ot just for chron. Ath famy wil while loading, Fy s_Dlayers Packed ful of ral time action Kevoourd ce Joysoeks. Very addictive, Computing 10 be listed in the Top TOD 
wont to pay. A fantastic stocking filer KeyDoard or » Joystick. roo and, INTRIGUE ANIMATION. musical and Colguthd, Exmereicn is games ‘of 1984. Probably the most 
Ber Aaa Aer an ge fume Glover the secret Of Atlante?” Y°. Everyone wal wart to compete. wating for you. £7.95 and off you go. erjoyable adventure avalable for T 
£596 wil at you play Santa Only £595 tin the search. The eal git. Only 5.95, Fo" graphics "and ‘text. Casinos, Dungeons, Computers (5.98 to se for 

We have lots of exciting games. Send Bp SSAC tro coor of or pape 
Wied your orders SAME DAY Fine GLASS vem post we e Wen 8 QUICKSHOT shgged rer now eet be Saapeoted fr Rroyour yen se toe Chvistmas mmoster. the’ action. Gives ‘taste contotin games ike 

Present 

INTRIGUE 
ACCESS orders are despatched NEXT rae ot 

ost POST. Telephone now RUSH YOUR ORDER NOW WHILE STOCKS LAST. 

SOFTWARE lea 
Cranbrook Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6UJ Telephone 05806 4726 
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Selkosha GP LTR: 
550A Corres- Letter quality terminal printer 
Pondence from Ibico 
Printer Buying a printer is usually a 

Business Systems, Lynx compromise between print 
Crescent, Western-Super-Mare quality and price. Recently the 
BS24 9DN Bice olson dalerwhee printers 

cost advantage. As the has dropped to rival the. more 
Interface: Parallel (Centronics), accompanying suaples oan it | Seiosha GPSSOA expensive dot-matirx printers. 

ser nea ali Hest gout vate or mony: | Correspondence Printer | Honea Dt eh athe 
rival the basic dot-matrix device; 
if you wanted quality you had to 
pay for it. The Ibico letter 
quality printer provides 
typewriter quality for less than 
£200. 

‘The market for printers seems 
swamped at the moment with an 
ever increasing number of new 
names, some of which don’t have 
a good name for reliability, even 
though the price is right. All the 
more important, therefore, to 
consider reliability and standard 
of construction along with 
versatility. 

The mechanism used by 
Seikosha for this one of their 
new range, is very similar to that 
of the now discontinued GP100- 
A. Unlike the Epsons, Seikosha 
Uses uni-directional " printing, 
from left to right only, and this 
brings a penalty in terms of print 
speed at 50 cps for the standard 
type faces. 

You do get the security of 
knowing that the mechanism is 
well proved, however. As usual 

The design of the print 
mechanism is not new. It’s the 
‘same as can be seen on some very 
old terminals. However this is no 
bad thing, and the quality of this 
mechanism is much better than 
that of its similar predecessors. 

‘The typeface is spread around 
the circumference of five little 
wheels, like the milling on a ten- 
pence coin. When a letter is to be 
printed the appropriate wheel 
spins until the correct letter is 
facing the paper and then Jifts 
and strikes to make its mark. The 
letters are kept inked by a messy 
black roller. The result looks just 

with Seikosha, the standard of they are none of the common | like an electric typewritr and is 
construction and finish is types. The M-1009 features all | ideal for correspondence. 
exemplary. Externally, the normal facilities like hi-res, For the advantages of quality 
control panel features stop-reset, Shepley St, Guidebridge, | enlarged (40 columns), | at such a low price there are 
line feed and form feed buttons, | Audenshaw, Manchester M34 | condensed (132 columns), | penalties to be paid, These take 
whilst the large paper feed knob} 53D emphasised, subscripts and so | the form of speed and flexibility. 
confirms that single sheet paper 5 on. ‘At 10 characters per second the 
can be used, in addition to | At £199 this is a budget priced My. general impression was | LTR-1 is slow. It's not up to 
tractor fed continuous | printer, and Brother makes no | that this printer is easy to use, a | printing mailshots or anything 
stationery. excuses about that bit slow but good value. MR. | which requires a vast amount of 

‘The most impressive features If you're using this printer 
of the GP 550 A remain hidden | with either a BBC or an Oric, 
until it's hooked up. No less than | you just need to plug it in, but if 
nine different type faces are }| you own an Atari you must buy 
available under software control. } an appropriate interface as this 
Together with underline, | printer uses Centronics, and the 
emphasise, elongate, page length | Atari doesn’t have a Centronics 
and form feed. port. [had no trouble setting the 

‘The standard fonts, pica, elite | M-2009 up with my Atari. 
and condensed area all produced However, I did experience 
bya single pass of the printhead, } some problems while setting the 
whereas the italic, sub/ | CR/LF situation, as the DIP 
superscript, proportional, | switches weren't as explained in 
correspondence pica and lite | the manual. The orientation was 
Tequire two passes, with a | quite different. 
proportional reduction in print 1 soon sorted out that problem 
speed. Whilst the quality of the ] and then everything ran very 
standard faces is good, the } smoothly some printers are more 
correspondence quality is } convenient because their DIP 
excellent, with a distinct lack of | switches are more easily 
the characteristic dottiness | accessible, but at least I didn’t Brother M-1009 common to all dot-matrix | have to physically wrestle with 
printers. It doesn’t quite reach | the printer and take it to bits. 
the clarity of a daisy wheel The print quality was printer, but does retain speed, | acceptable but not brilliant. 
graphics capability and a large | Ribbons are tricky to obtain as 
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printing, but if you do have the 
time it is quiet enough to be left 
printing in the background — a 
claim which cannot be made by 

more expensive 

limitations when it comes to 
doing the flasier things that 

le expect from a printer. It 
Gannot underline ‘or embolden 
text and there is no way of 
changing the line spacing. 

The paper is friction fed so 
that single sheets can be used. 
However the carriage is not wide 
enough to take nine-inch fanfold 
paper with the tear-off strips. If 
you want to do a lot of listings 
then this is an annoyance, but 
then this printer is not designed 
for that job. It is a cheap 
correspondence-quality printer 
and it does that job brilliantly, 

Commodore Business Machines, 
I Hunters Way, Weldon, Corby, 
Northants NNI7 1QX £99.99 

Recently Commodore brought 
down the price of its 1520 plotter 
printer, and its new price tag of 
Just under £100 makes it a real 
bargain. 

This mode is compatible with 
VIC-20, 64, 16 and Plus/4. You 
will probably find this is the 
cheapest. way a Commodore 
owner can get colour hard copy. 

The 1520 is a flexible machine. 
It_ writes and draws in four 
colours and has up to four 
character sizes. In-built routines 
enable it to draw both solid and 
dotted lines, and it can draw in 

Ibico LTR-1 

Prices include VAT, postage & packing. 
Delivery normally 4 days. 
Export orders at no extra cost 
Dealer enquiries welcome 
Cheetah, products available from 

all good computer stores. 

steps of 0.2 mm. 
Each item of hardware, except 

the computer, has a number 
allocated to it when using the 
serial connector. Disk drive is 
device 8 and the dot-matrix 
printer and plotter printer can be 
used simultaneously — 
congratulations, Commodore, 
‘on such a good implementation. 

However, things aren't so 
good when it comes to listing: 
80-column text is difficult to read 
and the Commodore control 
characters don't come out in 
reverse field — all reversed 
characters are underlined. 

‘You won't strain your eyes $0 
much when reading 40-column 
mode, but this still isn’t up to the 
standard of proper dot-matrix 
output. 

The 1502 isn’t so hot on word 
processing either — you have to 
use a narrow roll of paper, s0 use 

is limited, Speed is comparable 
to a slow daisywheel — not bad 
when you consider how much 
work the plotter is doing when it 
draws each character 

Another housepoint for 
‘Commodore: the documentation 
is first. rate, Everything is 
explained in as much detail as 
you could possibly wish, with 
some spectacular examples. A 
sereen dump routine is missing, 
but I suppose that is machine- 
dependent. 

I's ‘surprising — that 
Commodore hasn’t announced a 
version in a charcoal grey case, 
to match the new computers. 

An addition to your system if 
you already have a Commodore 
printer, and if you want a cheap 
printer which will only 
infrequently be used for listing, 
this may be a worthwhil 
alternative to the MPS 801. 

Compatible with ZX Spectrum + 
Achieve amazing sound capabilities 

that your Spectrum has been lacking. 

The Cheetah Mega-Sound simply plugs into the user port at the rear 
of your computer and enables the Spectrum sound to be amplified 

through your T.V., providing you with a whole new sound dimension. 

The Spectrum “Beep” will also be amplified through the T.V. 
ensuring confidence 
when pressing keys 

during programming. 
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Truly Amazing 

Cheeich Marketing Lid, 24 Ray Street, 
London ECIR3DJ. Tel:01 833 4909. 

Telex:8954958, 



Sem, 
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Mirage 
SOFTWARE & 
DISTRIBUTION Tel: 051-928 8443/4 

PROGRAMS COMING SOON 

THE COUNTS CASTLE 
COMMODORE 64 

£6.95 
CASTLE GREYSKULL 

48K SPECTRUM 
£5.95 

SALES MANAGER SOFTWARE MANAGER 
T.C. SAPHIER C.A. SAPHIER 

NOTE WE HAVE MOVED TO NEW PREMISES 



PCW GeMES rioned, here is a companion 
Compilation —sook to this tape. This 

16/ 48K apparently gives all the program 
listings, and programming 

Spectrum techniques used in the games. 
£7.95 For someone. new. to home 

C computing and BASIC the two 
Century together could be of help. 

As for the actual games on the 
This-is a collection of twenty 
BASIC games which were first 
published in the Personal 
Computer World magazine. 

‘There are of course, some very 
interesting programs published 
in computing magazines, and a 
lot of not very interesting ones, 
according to your tastes. To 
Judge from readers letes, and 
published amendments to the 
rograms, not all of them work 
ist time, for a variety of 

reasons. However you are 
assured by the publishers that all 
the programs on this tape do 
work. 

Although 

expect. 
child of some budi 

their own. 

any individual game. 

instructions 
graphics 
Playability value for money 

the price_isn't 

Country 
eoeeea es 

Amstrad cpc 
464 

tering, Garland Hse, 86-88 
dgware Rd, London W2 2YW 

it's Christmas time and you are a 
roperty tycoon! 
‘Country Cottages is a tongue- 

in-cheek business game, in which 
+h of two players buy, rent and 

ll their real estate, 
Being hilarious to play and 
freshingly different, the length 
f the game is determined at the 
tart. Each player's financial 
ssets (or otherwise!) are 
splayed regularly throughout 

ie game. 
‘This menu driven program is 
implicity to play. With 
jumerous hazards, including 

nk Manager is often upset by 
the weird but funny tenants that 

‘Moccupy your cottages. Kikstart CBM 
iY Clever use of the sound 64 £7.50 ‘On the whole I found this very 

commands, producing instantly x frustrating and unsatisfying. The 
recognizable real-life effects, Mr Chip, 1 Neville Place, control required over some 

lied to. a new concept in Llandudno, LL30 3BL 
computer graphics all add to the 
enjoyment of this well designed 
ume for all the family. 
Although laughing so much 

t missing some of the screen 
yessages, at times adding to the 

y of errors, pressing a key 
(0 move on would be more ¢ 

ticable, 
This humours program should 

5 

fences. 

smooth scrolli 
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tape they are what you would 
‘All of them the brain 

e 
programmer, but none of them 
00d enough to be published on 

‘The assessment below is for 
the tape as a whole, and not for 

13% 
75% 

Motorcycle and BMX games 
seem to be all the rage. You play 
the part of a motor-cyclist and 
must attempt obstacle courses in 
the shortest time possible. The 
obstacles comprise of water 
jumps or vehicles, rough ground, 

J tyres or barrels and walls or 

ind it’s way into. many a ach type of obstacle requires will respond to patience, 
christmas stocking this year. different speed or tactics and perserverence and time. A.W. 

HH must be approached with care. 
You can compete on your own or instructions 70% 

90% with another player. ‘graphics 85% 
90% fated There is a choice of cight caseof use 65% 

courses. and you have three value for money 0% 
attempts over which to average 
your score. The design is good 
‘with neat, colourful graphics, 
fair animation and ubiquitous 

27 Highland Rd, 
Portsmouth, Hants PO4 9DA 

Anyone who has ever bought a 
secondhand car should find this 
game fun to play. You take on 
the role of the proprietor of a 
second hand car business. 

Given a bank loan you have to 
choose one of three sites for your 
business, which range from a 
back street pitch to very plush 
top class showrooms. 

After choosing your site you 
must choose which days to work, 
and an assistant, if you want one 
Next comes a visit to the local car 
auctions, held every Wednesday, 
where you can bid to build up 
your car stock, which can range 
from old bangers to quite 

On your bike 
More programs reviewed by 
our experts. Follow the BMX 

craze and stay indoors! 
‘apimaly 

obstacles was not always 
obvious. Whilst the cassette 
insert gave hints. 1 found that 
some obstacles were impossible 
to negotiate without incident. 
Possibly the game is meant to be 
this tough, but excessively 
difficult games can have a 

ative effect. 
spite of my difficulties, lam 

sure that this is a. game which 

reasonable cars. 
Using your skill and 

judgement you decide how much 
to bid, and how much to spend 
‘on preparation for sale to 
punters. 

‘Once you have sorted out your 
stock, and returned to your site, 
all you need are customers. As 
the days pass by you not only get 
customers, but salesmen, 
insurance inspectors, vandals 
and police. Every other visitor 
costs you a few bob. 

I found it very te 
and a much welcomed reli 
ees tate bony and yalk-gate 
games. B. 

instructions 100% 
graphics ease of use 100% 
value for money 
kkk k 

BMX Trials 
48K & 16K 
Spectru 

£6.95 
Liainlan, Pontyberem, Llanelli, 

fed SAIS SHP 

where seems to be vogue 
loping for this type of drive 

id jump type game. I'm sure 
you know the style. 
You pilot a bike and negotiate 

it over a ridiculously difficult 
filed with hazards that 

‘ould make me get off my bike 
id walk. You, being much more 

id and’ skilled than 
jump over, 

und them, until you emerge 
Victorious at the end. 

‘This game is set in the jungle 
the hazards are lollipop. 

trees, native huts, deep pits, 

same jungles 
|programmer! 

‘The graphics are crude, of the 
jstick variety rather than cartoon ) 
style, The movement is realistic | 
enough, and as this works on the 
16k model, 1 suppose 1 can't 
complain. 

If you fancy a new BMX bike | 
jyou could always play this game 
fon the cold winter evenings, the 
publishers are offering 10 
machines worth £200 each to the 
first to finish the game and solve 
ithe puzzle. On yer bike! 

instructions 15% 
‘graphics 10% 
lease of use 15% 
value for money 80% 



THOUGHTS & CROSSES 
37 Market Street, Heckmondwike, W. Yorks. 

ACCESS & VISA AVAILABLE. FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS TELEPHONE (0924) 409753 

FOR GENERAL ENQUIRIES TELEPHONE (0924) 402337 OPEN 9-5 pm MON - SAT 
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No Man’s Land, 110 bis, av. du 
General Leclerc — 3500 Pantin, 
France 

This Oric utility program offers 
fairly standard range of facilities 
or the machine language 

programmer. It is a monitor, 
with 19 commands, and 
debugger helps the programmer 
remove the bugs from his 
machine code program. 

‘The monitor section allows 
filling areas of memory with 
selected bytes, searching for one 
ora string of bytes, displaying on 
the screen areas of memory, or 
comparing two areas of memory. 

‘The debug is far more useful; 
it will allow register contents to 
be displayed and modified, up to 

10 breakpoints can be set, and it 
will go through a machine code 
program stepwise, displaying the 
effect on registers. The step 
option will allow JSR to be 
implemented or ignored, 
depending on the user’s wishes. 

The program occupies 6K of 
RAM jin the area normally 
reserved for BASIC programs, 
50 itis not possible to jump from 
a BASIC program to the 
monitor. 

This is useful, but not essential 
for machine code programmers, 
offering a standard range of 
features. 
instructions 
display 
ease of use 
value for money 

60% 
50% 
60% 
50% 

Gener-80 
Spectrum 

£7.95 
Seven Stars, 
London NW1 7AU 

This is the companion assembler} 
to. Moder-80 and. is certainly 
packed with facilities, 

irst, and very important, it is 
lcompatible with, and saveable to! 
'Microdrives and can access the 
Spectrum network. Code , 
sections can be saved and loaded 
to/from either of these. : 

Second, it is compatible with; 
lany printer interface, because, 
Inot only can you relocate it in 

4 wa 

Imemory, but also determine the, 
location and extent of 
workspaces for source and object 
code, leaving room for driver 
software. It can be co-resident 
lwith a monitor/disassembler. 
Full marks for versatility. 

Unlike the normal Spectrum 
leditor, Gener-80 has a 40 
column, full screen version, 
jallowing alteration anywhere on| 
‘the screen, but syntax is checked| 
jon entry. Unlike some} 
assemblers where mistakes are 
Jonly found at assembly time. The| 
jusual features of move, find and| 
delete are here, with string find. 
Assembly is fast. 

I struggled with Moder-80 as a 
result of inexperience, and an 
unfriendly manual. A morel 
lexperienced friend recommends: 
it as useful. Gener-80's manual ise -; 
first class, full of “hints and| 

Jtexamples. ‘An excellent machine| 
‘code development program, but 

Make your 
micro work 
Here's a bumper page of 

utilities for you to get your 
teeth into. Make your micro 

earn its keep 

Starfinder 
BBC/Electron 

£12.95 
It is going to be hard to find fault 
in the theory of this program, as 
it was designed by the president 
of the British Astronomical 
Association. It is also going to be 
hard to criticise the value for 
money. The package contrains 
not only the cassette but also a 
148 page reference book. The 
book is excellent, about 15 pages 
devoted to the program and how 
to run it with the rest providing 
an excellent introduction and 
reference text for a beginner. 

The program starts with a 
menu from which you can select 
three options. The first allows 
you to decide which part of the 
sky to look at and on which day 
of the year, the second gives the 
option of searching for a 
particular heavenly body. The 

5 
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a 
Adventure 

into BBC BASIC 
BBC B £5.25 

John Wiley & Sons (Address not 
supplied) 

Camelot to join the Round 
Table. There are perils, treasures 
and adversaries chief amongst 
whom is Morgan Le Fey. Some 
startling use of sound and light 

This is a tape with a few gaps in gives a nice atmosphere. 
the explanations that are filled in Other helpful utilities are 
if you buy the book of the same included in order to help you 
name. The adventure game and write adventures like Compacter 
utiltites on the cassette are from which strips out unnecessary 
listings. It is meant to save you spaces and comments — useful 
hours of typin, to keep within memory 

Seen in this light you should limitations. Envelope helps in 
expect the book to supply creating sounds and shapes in 
detailed notes on programming creating your own user defined 
and the relevance of the utilities. characters. MP. 
Unfortunately the review copy 
did not include the book which instructions 60% 
has to be bought separately, graphics 90% 

‘The adventure was nicely done case of use 90% 
given the necessity to keep things value for money 90% 
simple. ‘The use of mode 7 
animated graphics was rewarding 
and amusing. 

You are a_knight 
kkk 

entering 

Categ/Oric 
Oric 1/ 

Atmos 48K 
K £7.95 

INo Man's Land, 100 bis, av. du 
IGeneral Leclerc — 93500 Pantin, 
France 

[The popularity of Orics in 
France has given rise to a steady 
Igrowth of French software for 
Ihis micro. This offering is a 
Jwarship simulation  pilotage 
Jduring a Second World War 
naval battle. You have to fight 

PMand destroy as many enemies as 
fgpossible you can and avoid 
#4damages to your ship. 

The game is excellent. An’ 
larcade game it is not. You are 
given a number of screens 
depicting the instruments on a 
war ship, and from these you 
fhave to’ make decisions on 
running the ship before and 
during a sea battle 

The use of colour and s 
are excellent, and after a wh 
is easy to believe that you are on 
board a vessel, rather than in 
front of a keyboard and) 
computer. It is a game that WN 
requires the use of tactics, and} 
fast thinking in tight situations. |N 

‘The only disappointment was fd 
the failure of the program to 
lioad at FAST speed, despite 
several attempts to do so. That 
meant loading at SLOW, which 
took all of 30minutes! ” D.! 

\ 

third takes you to the sky display 
screen 

This is the vital part of the 
program and has the unique 
feature of a space probe which 
will reveal the name of any 
object you move to. 
The graphics aren't 

exceptional but the features are 
better than any I'veseen. D.C. Seana Ps 

instructions 95% graphics of 
graphics 75% playability 80% 
ease of use 85% value for money 80% 
value for money 93% kkk k 
xkanke x 



64 £75 i | 
Sopersoft, Winchester Hse, Canning” Ray "Wealdstone! 
Harrow, Middlesex. HA3 7SJ 

Possibly one of the most useful 
‘computer aids to be developed is 
the spread-sheet_ program. This aS 
concept, originally developed in 
the states, is designed to simulate 
various scenarios and_ answer 
"what if?” questions. Generally 
they are used to set up financial 
simulations and balance sheets, 
but their use need not be so 
limited. 1 have found them very > 
useful ‘for the development of 
material balances for chemical 
process plant, for example. 
Busicale 3, as it's name suggests, 
is the third in a series of ckages, P*So ow docs Busia 3 work? 1 hi wea ber of word 1s 
rectangular array of boxes laid | “Overall the system 0 If you want your 64 to answer Overall the system operates 
out in rows. Any box can be | smoothly and in a quite normal back or you just need a 
located from the row and column | manner. Certain operations such 
ities in, Each box can contain | as insert and delete are a litle package to sort out your 
informati d text, we it this isn’t i 
data or a mathematical formula, | considering the work involved. 1 complicated finances, then 
Such formulae generally involve | enjoyed using this package and talculations “using. data from | consider it to. be. efficient, read on 
other boxes resulting in a | flexible and good value for 
complex mathematical model. At | money. AW. 
any time you can change a value use allophones. In this technique | device with machine code, In 
in a box and recalculate the | instructions 90% | you split up the word into the | fact, three methods are 
whole array. The screen acts asa | display 85% | various sounds and code the | described. To get you going, 
window through which a section | case of use 90% | word accordingly. There are | there is a sample program 
Of the array can be seen and the | value for money 95% |  some'$8 allophones. demonstrating a speaking clock. 
contents of the boxes displayed. Many of the earlier systems is an excellent system 
You can then scroll the screen kkk wx* tended to sound rather robotic | which gives good quality speech 
across the array to examine any (Metal Mickey). In an attempt to | at a fair price. The manual is 
portion of the choice. improve matters, this system | both instructive and readable, I 

This package is disc based and offers two voices and intonation. | consider this to be a powerful 
comes with an. optional soft This means, for example, that | package, suitable for both the 
Turbo load which, loads the s ih 64 You can make questions just } home enthusiast and the creation 
program in a third of the normal right. of serious software. We 
Ting’quee onei); When icc up | CBM 64 £29.95 The package comes with a neat 
and loaded you are asked to | Currah Computer Components, | little manual which gives plenty | instructions 90% 
define the size of the array. On | Hollymount, Wooler Rd, Hartle- | of information. | Most | graphics N/A 
the 64 the array can be upto 2500 | pool, Cleveland importantly, there is plenty of } ease of use 90% 
boxes. This should be big enough detail on how to program speech. | value for money 90% 
for most users, but to add to it’s synthesis seems to be an | Much to my delight, there is lots 
power, Busicalc 3 can access data creasing in popularity. It | of information on the use of the | [PERSIE SEE’ 
files on disk and effectively use | is of particular value in certain 
the disk as virtual memory. 1 | area of programming such as 
found the concept of 3-D spread | education and applications for 
sheets a litle mind boggling, but | the blind. There are a number of 
Tcan appreciate it’s value. software based packages 
"The package offers most of the | available which have been used 

expected functions including | in arcade type games, but their 
editing commands (insert, delete, | value seems to be of limited value 
replicate, erase), file handling, } and interest. 
formating of fields and find. An Currah have been working in 
option is available that enables | this area for some time and have 
you to represent data as bar | come up with a very good quality 
Charts. This was particularly | product. The package comprises 
impressive, To simplify matters, | of a cartridge with a cable 
up to three user defined in.a DIN plug. The 
functions can be created. This is | cartridge is put in the expansion 
an option I haven't come across} port and the plug goes into the 
before. audio/video socket. The 

‘The options available for use | cartridge contains all the 
in formulae are quite impressive | necessary software so nothing 
including the usual | more is needed. The cartridge is 
transcendental functions (cos, | activited by INIT. After this 
tan, log etc), sum, average, | command, when cach key is 
highest and lowest ‘value and | pressed, the system voices the 
standard deviation. In fact, I'm | key. ‘Press return and 
hard pushed to suggest. a | “RETURN” is spok 
function that’s missing. To give ‘The system uses an interesting 
the optimum clarity on any TV | combination of techniques. The 
or monitor, seven colour | software can recognise simple 
combinations are available. File | words and convert then directly 
handling is good and you can | to speech. You simply enter SAY 
save a variety’of file types. It is | followed by text within quotes. 
even possible to save files so that} This system has it’s limitations 
they are compatible with a | and for difficult words you must 
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‘Special Christmas Prices ideal Christmas Presents 
for Micro Computers 

Tite RRP Ow Tide 
‘CommopoRE 64 WORD WISE. GHOSTBUSTERS 835 WORDHANG 
EUREKA 1130 SPECTRUM BRUCE LEE 740 THEGREATSPACE RACE 1495 11.99 750 UNDERWURLDE 399 140 725 KNIGHT LORE 39 Tao 995 720 SABRE WOLF 399 695 795 S80 BACKPACKERSGUIDE 3.0 $38 CLIFF HANGER 19S $95 EUREKA 49s 110 JETSET WILLY 798 578 DALEY THOMPSON DEC '¢90 '4.90 TRASHMAN. 195 635 COMBATLYNX 3s 6s SUMMER GAMES 1495 1035 AVALON 13s So TALESOFARABNNGHTS 7.00 S28 BEACH HEAD 73s $30 ZAXXON 8 MONTY MOLE 6s 8 favor 995 7.28 KOKOTONI WILE Sos 46s KOKOTONI WILP G95 $28 AMERICANFOOTBALL 399 70 BEACH HEAD. 150 TRAVEL WITH TRASHMANS95 4.60 19s $80 JerserWiLLy 33 Le 795 $49 WORLDCUPFOOTBALL 69s 538 1295 990 DANGERMOUSE 6s S35 73 D-DAY ts 38 ANT ATTACK 30 698 TOWEROFDESPAIR 7.95. CHINESE JUGGLER 39 ZOMBIE-ZOMBIE 635 COLOSSUS CHESS 20 
WHITE LIGHTNING. 
AMSTRAD. STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER 

5 

iis 

STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER ae HAUNTED HEDGES: 
ELITE. CHARTBUSTERS. TARZAN. SON OF BLAGGER 
BLOCKBUSTER SCRABBLE KENSINGTON BBC/ELECTRON 

STAR COMMANDO as z HARRIER ATTACK, 33 ROLAND IN THE CAVE. 63s 490 ROLAND ON THE ROPES EDDIEKIDJUMPCHAL 695 45 HUNTER KILLER AIRWOLF 60 $9 ADMIRAL GRAFF SPEE TASPER 39s 33s CODENAME MATT PYJAMARAMA 63s 530 SPANNERMAN AIRTRAFFICCONTROL 9.95 6.99 CHESS os $0 
43 . z z 

SR aeaRRas S2RR2RR%% 

HAPPY WRITINO. TIME MAN ONE re FANTASIA DIAMOND ‘TIME MAN TW HYPER ACTION. 
All prices include VAT & Postage & Packing FREE. 

Please state computer. 
Please make Cheques and Postal Orders payable to: 

SHEKHANA COMPUTER SERVICES 
653 GREEN LANES, LONDON N68. TEL: 01-800 3156 
FURTHER TITLES AVAILABLE. SEND S.A.E. FOR DETAILS. 

RRRR BSSSSISESSEEE SEEsBEsesraeKeKaReiess 
BRR BRARRRRARAZRAR SRSRRARRRARRKRRRRRRBZR3 

” > 
‘% 0 x 
xq x4 
0 ] 6 % 

ROLLABALL £695 

A challenging game of skill 
relying on quick wits and steady 
nerves. Cun you keep the 
ROLLABALL in motion? 
All you have to do 1s slide 4 
piece of track in its path to 
divert it, trouble 1s the tracks 
always disappear when the 
ROLLABALL moves over them, 
A very addictive one player 
game. 

THE ROYAL QUEST ¢6 95 
£ Can you discover the object of 

your quest and then complete 11? A classic. text only 
adventure, with dozens of problems to keep you 
perplexed for weeks Features include save game facility 
and very large vocabulary 

THE MOORS CHALLENGE 1695 

An ancient game of strategy and cunning Capture all 
your opponents counters to win Play against your 
Amstrad CPC 464 at any of five skill levels, trom simple 
to advanced or play against a fiend, you can even make 
the computer play against itself 

AMSTRAD CPC 64 

Send cheque’P Os payable to 

YWIMESLIP 
SOFTWARE 

STONEYBURN WORKSHOPS 
THE OLD PRIMARY SCHOOL 

» STONEYBURN, WEST LOTHIAN EH47 BAP 
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SOFT (DSIGHT DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
ARP OR 

price vim i Sem oeKRORS TES iomemne 10 Sakae ‘te xa HF Suecrowse 6S me one S55 Prone 620 sStaowt is aie i3 fate te SolSamna pax 1% Sanstme —E tae Ha Senne i Fominess HE Sin $8 awe ene a Enorsacore £55 See watr Ve Romana fs 3h | SAM Guersoccaneon fs 320 Mate, 10 Sanesian fet is paca iB th Heng ug fevuewrocom 335 $a EEN S Aue. 33 im Attn 18 (orasorionen 33 cs | MAMNRLS, is Soowoameny” 33 $5 | SIRPONE $3 Guerre’ 2s 73) As $x since, F384 FSTIRON eae By iBone | Gnarttes tg NANG 9% Tho Soantatacx 640 wemoins 7 35 BAAR $a Worcuontanc iss ee Ot om Bivanwoses 5 SM $3 se us ge Bows 13 mivrccoy ts 3 TAOS! He Stemowsswoun $s $55 | AtIIEREICIOR 3 aan an a He morro "3 "Teo SAMAR ie 
JOWGHTS LORE 99 760 BRUCE LEE 1200 Gosmstes $5 7a | RUE He Townsman 3x gS ||| MMT NL £8 Ramer ge oz aa we Cretone HS aa ta Pirate te tm guen $8 Facontewrn $3 1% Biota aS roa tno ee feaiunuon + oes 1% 16 ie Ha oho $818 Bruce ag one 3B ois Sousalernt 188 foaruceomr ie $5 | Gouatlume He Sho. one $B oink Conese Sean 3 fooncuss = pea i 38 OR 109 mon te 3S PRCES CURE 48 eum RECON. Guar nact 435 1138 mova mm 

~ ‘as ¥ hs Presse make cheques payabie to PPR ryeoyred ig) H InslOIT. PO BOx 08, LONDON wiser HR OES msaNt ER owes 18 $8 ER Acoooe esorsoeice 
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER 795 6 40 01-305 0790. 

(CPC 464, BBC, Arar (48K), ZXBI (16K), Dragon. Apple I. IBM pe 
PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive) 

SOFTWARE hone 24 hex 
37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE, @ 061-428 7425 



How it works 
7-40. graphics routine 
50-98 titles routine 
100-125. instructions 

up screen 
250-365 movement of spiders 
370-405. movement of man 
410-415 checks if man is in 

teleport and has enough 
‘energy pills 

450-490 teleporting routine 
500-550 man killed, game over 

routine 

Variables 
‘spa to spe, dera to dere position 

of spiders 
up, ac position of mat 
lim controls speed of spiders 
se score 
hi hi score 
sh sheet 
col_number of pills collected 
pil number of pils needed. 
liv lives 

REM chase 
REM #teeeeeee REE 
REM WRITTEN BY C STONE 1984 
REM #HHKRERRHERR RRR EERE 
REM **mane* 
BORDER 1 
REM #*GRAPHICS#* 

1@ POKE USR “p",BIN 00111180: POKE USR “p"“+1,BIN 08111180: POKE USR “p"+2,BIN 

92011000: POKE USR “p"+3,BIN 11111111: POKE USR “p"+4,BIN @Q0110Q0: POKE USR "p” 
+5,BIN @0100100: POKE USR “p"+6,BIN @010@1@: POKE USR “p"+7,BIN @1100110 

15 REM **energy pill** 
20 POKE USR “o",BIN @: POKE USR “o"+1,BIN @@11110@: POKE USR “o"+2,BIN 0111111 

@: POKE USR “o"+3,BIN 11111111: POKE USR “o"+4,BIN 11111111: POKE USR “o"+5,BIN 
@111111@: POKE USR “o"+6,BIN 111100: POKE USR “o"+7,BIN @ 

25 REM spiders 
3@ POKE USR “i",BIN 11900811: POKE USR “i“+1,BIN @010010@: POKE USR “i"+2,BIN 

@0011@@@: POKE USR “i"+3,BIN 11111111: POKE USR “i"+4,BIN @0011000: POKE USR " 
+5,BIN @110811@: POKE USR “i"+6,BIN 10000001: POKE USR “i"+7,BIN 81000018 

35 REM **mushroome* 
49 POKE USR “u",BIN 0011000: POKE USR “u"+1,BIN 1111118: POKE USR "u"+2,BIN 

11111111: POKE USR “u"+3,BIN 11111111: POKE USR "u"+4,BIN 10011001: POKE USR “u" 
+5, BIN @001100: POKE USR “u"+6,BIN @@111100: POKE USR “u"+7,BIN 02011200 

50 FOR b=1 TO 9 STEP 2: FOR n=1 TO 31 STEP 2 



53 PRINT INK INT (RND*7);AT byn;" “ 
SS NEXT n: NEXT b 
57 FOR m=i1 TO 21 STEP’2: FOR n=1 TO 31 STEP 2 : 
60 PRINT | INK INT (RND*7);AT m,n3" " 
7® NEXT nz NEXT m 
80 FOR n=@ TO 9 STEP 2 
9@ PRINT FLASH 1; INK 4;AT n,1@;"INSECT-CHASE™ 
95 NEXT n 
96 FOR n=10 TO 21 STEP 2 
97 PRINT INK @;AT n,2;"WRITTEN BY COLIN STONE 1984." 
98 NEXT n 
99 FOR n=1 TO 450: NEXT nz CLS 

100 PRINT INK @;AT @,8;" INSECT-CHASE “ 
11@ PRINT AT 2,0;"The object of the game is to collect energy pills witho 

ut being caught by the spiders 
115 BEEP .@5,10 
128 PRINT AT 5,Q;"but you must collect at least the number of pills the 

computer tells you to collect to be able to travel onto the next sheet i 
n the teleport!!"; FLASH 1; INK 4;AT 21,5; "PRESS ANY KEY TO PLAY!!” 
121 BEEP .@5,15: PRINT FLASH 1; INK 4;AT 15,Q;" start on right side of scree 

n."3AT 16. Ft... "3AT 17,@; "TELEPORT top right hand 
corner. 
122 BEEP .@5,20: LET hi=@: PRINT INK 2;AT 10,0; "BEWARE! spiders eat energy pil 

1s as well so don’t hang about!!"; FLASH 1; INK 2;AT 18,4;"ALL INFORMATION IS AT 
THE" ;AT 19,6; "BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN! !" 
123 BEEP .@5,25: PRINT FLASH 1; INK 4;AT 14,5; "USE CUSOR KEYS TO MOVE." 
124 BEEP .@5,30: PRINT INK 1;AT 12,0;" =YOU =SPIDER =PILL "; FLASH 1 
FLASH @;"=TELEPORT" 
125 BEEP .@5,35: PRINT AT 13,0; INK 2;" 

130 IF INKEY$="" THEN GO TO 130 
131 CLS 
132 PRINT AT 1@,27;" =YOU"; FLASH 1;AT 1,23;"#"; FLASH 1;AT 2,23;"#"; FLASH 3 

“TELEPORT";AT 10,3" =SPIDER";AT 8,133" =PILL";AT 13,115" =MUSHROOM"; INK 2; 
FLASH 1;AT 20,10; "GET READY! !" 
133 FOR n=@ TO 400: NEXT n 
135 CLS. 
136 REM **VARIABLES*#* 
138 LET a=@: LET b=@: LET c=@: LET z=3: LET x=3: LET pil=i4: LET sc=@: LET liv= 

3: LET sh=1: LET lim=3 
140 LET #1=@: LET ti=@: LET nu=i: LET sp=1@: LET der=@: LET spa=i: LET dera=0: 

LET spb=18: LET derb=@: LET col=@: LET co=@: LET up=1@: LET ac=28 
150 PRINT INK 2;AT INT (RND#*19),INT (RND*31);" " 
151 IF sh>=3 THEN LET nu=nu+i 
152 LET nu=nuti 
153 IF sh>=10 THEN LET z=2 
154 IF sh>=13 THEN LET x=2 
155 IF sh>=2 AND nu=z THEN LET nu=1: PRINT INK 2;AT INT (RND#19),INT (RND#31) 

acs 
156 IF sh>=3 AND nu=x THEN LET nu=i: PRINT INK 2;AT INT (RND*19),INT (RND#31) 

Acad 
157 BEEP .@@5,INT (RND*4@) 
16@ PRINT INK 4;AT INT (RND*19),INT (RND#31);" “ 
170 LET co=coti 
18 IF co=pil THEN GO TO 200 
198 GO TO 150 
202 IF col>=pil/2 THEN LET f1=1 
202 IF col<pil/2 THEN LET #1=0 
203 PRINT INK 2;AT 19,@; "SHEET: 

“NUMBER OF PILLS NEEDED: “;pil/2;" 
#13col; FLASH @;" “ 
205 LET a=1 
218 PRINT INK @;AT up,ac;" “ 
215 PRINT INK 3; FLASH 1;AT 1,31; "#";AT 2,31; "#";AT 1,30; "#";AT 2,30; "8": BEEP 
+803 ,20 
228 PRINT INK 1;AT sp,der3" “ 
222 IF b=1 THEN PRINT INK 1;AT spa,dera;" “ 
224 IF c=1 THEN PRINT INK 1;AT spb,derb;" " 
230 LET ti=ti+1 

sh" :"3liv3" SCORE:"3sc3" HI:“shisAT 20,03 
3AT 21,0;"NUMBER OF PILLS COLLECTED: "; FLASH 
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240 IF ti=lim THEN LET ti=@: GO TO 250 

245 GO TO 370 
250 IF a=1 AND sp<up AND ATTR (sp+i,der)<>69 AND ATTR (sp+i,der)<>S7 THEN PRIN 

T AT sp,der;" “: LET sp=sp+i: PRINT INK 1;AT sp,ders" * 
251 IF col>=pil/2 AND up=1 AND ac=31 THEN GO TO 452 
252 IF col>=pil/2 AND up=1 AND ac=38 THEN GO TO 450 
253 IF col>=pil/2 AND up=2 AND ac=3@ THEN GO TO 452 
254 IF col>=pil/2 AND up=2 AND ac=31 THEN GO TO 452 
255 IF a=1 AND sp=up AND der=ac THEN GO TO 500 
260 IF a=1 AND sp>up AND ATTR (sp-1,der)<>49 AND ATTR (sp-i1,der)<>57 THEN PRIN 

T AT sp,der;" ": LET sp=sp-1: PRINT INK 1;AT sp,der;" " 
265 IF a=1 AND sp=up AND der=ac THEN 6&0 TO S@a 
270 IF a=1 AND der>ac AND ATTR (sp,der-1)<>6@ AND ATTR (sp,der-1)<>57 THEN PRI 

NT AT sp,der3" ": LET der=der—i: PRINT INK 1;AT sp,ders" " 
275 IF a=1 AND sp=up AND der=ac THEN GO TO 5a 
280 IF a=1 AND der<ac AND ATTR (sp,der+1)<>68 AND ATTR (sp,der+1)<>57 THEN PRI 

NT AT sp,ders" “: LET der=der+i: PRINT INK 1;AT sp,der;" " 
285 IF a=1 AND sp=up AND der=ac THEN 60 TO 500 
298 IF b=1 AND dera<ac AND ATTR (spa,derati)<>6@ AND ATTR (spa,derati)<>57 THEN 
PRINT AT spa,dera;" “: LET dera=dera+i: PRINT INK 1;AT spa,dera;" " 

295 IF b=1 AND spa=up AND dera=ac THEN GO TO 580 
3@@ IF b=1 AND dera>ac AND ATTR (spa,dera-1)<>6@ AND ATTR (spa,der. 
PRINT AT spa,dera;" ": LET dera=dera-1: PRINT INK 1;AT spa,dera; 

3@5 IF b=1 AND spa=up AND dera=ac THEN GO TO 520 
310 IF b=1 AND spa>up AND ATTR (spa-1,dera)<>6@ AND ATTR (spa-1,dera)<>57 THEN 
PRINT AT spa,dera;" ": LET spa=spa-i: PRINT INK 1;AT spa,dera; 
315 IF b=1 AND spa=up AND dera=ac THEN GO TO 500 
320 IF b=1 AND spa<up AND ATTR (spati,dera)<>6@ AND ATTR (spati,dera)<>57 THEN 
PRINT AT spa,dera;" “: LET spa=spati: PRINT INK 1;AT spa,dera;" " 
325 IF b=1 AND spa=up AND dera=ac THEN GO TO 5aa 
33@ IF c=1 AND spb<up AND ATTR (spb+i,derb)<>48 AND ATTR (spb+i,derb)<>57 THEN 
PRINT AT spb,derb;" “: LET spb=spb+i: PRINT INK 1;AT spb,derb;" “ 
335 IF c=1 AND spb=up AND derb=ac THEN 68 TO 520 
340 IF c=1 AND spb>up AND ATTR (spb-1,derb)<>60 AND ATTR (spb~-1,derb)<>57 THEN 
PRINT AT spb,derb;" ": LET spb=spb-1: PRINT INK 1;AT spb,derb;" “ 
345 IF c=1 AND spb=up AND derb=ac THEN GO TO 500 
350 IF c=i AND derb<ac AND ATTR (spb,derb+1)<>6@ AND ATTR (spb,derb+1)<>S7 THEN 
PRINT AT spb,derb;" “: LET derb=derb+i: PRINT INK 1;AT spb,derb;" " 

355 IF c=1 AND spb=up AND derb=ac THEN GO TO 508 
340 IF c=1 AND derb>ac AND ATTR (spb,derb-1)<>48 AND ATTR (spb,derb-1)<>57 THEN 
PRINT AT spb,derb;" “: LET derb=derb-1: PRINT INK 1;AT spb,derb;" " 

365 IF c=1 AND spb=up AND derb=ac THEN GO TO 5@0 
37@ IF INKEY$="5" AND ATTR (up,ac-1)<>6@ AND ac>@ AND ATTR (up,ac-1)=58 THEN L 

ET col=col+i: PRINT AT up,ac;" ": LET sc=sc+2@: LET ac=ac-i: PRINT INK @3AT up, 
acj" ": GO TO 200 
375 IF INKEY$="5" AND ATTR (up,ac-1)<>6@ AND ac>® THEN PRINT AT up,acs" ": LET 
ac=ac-ir PRINT INK @;AT up,acj" ": GO TO 200 
38@ IF INKEY$="8" AND ATTR (up,acti)<>6@ AND ac<3i AND ATTR (up,ac+i)=S8 THEN 

LET col=col+iz PRINT AT up,acj" “: LET sc=sc+2@: LET ac=acti: PRINT INK @3AT up 
yac;" “: GO TO 200 
385 IF INKEY$="8" AND ATTR (up,acti)<>6@ AND ac<31 THEN PRINT AT up,acz" “: LE 

T ac=ac+i: PRINT INK @;AT up,acs;" “: GO TO 200 
390 IF INKEY$="6" AND ATTR (up+i,ac)<>6@ AND up<i8 AND ATTR (up+i,ac)=58 THEN 

LET col=col+i: LET sc=sc+2@: PRINT AT up,acs" ": LET up=up+iz: PRINT INK @;AT up 
yacj" ": GO TO 200 
395 IF INKEY$="6" AND ATTR-(up+i,ac)<>68 AND up<i8 THEN PRINT AT up,acy" “: LE 

T up=upti: BEEP .0@5,0: PRINT INK @;AT up,ac;" ": GO TO 200 
402 IF INKEY$="7" AND ATTR (up-1,ac)<>6@ AND up>@ AND (up-1,ac)=58 THEN LET co 

I=col+i: LET sc=sc+2@: PRINT AT up,ac;" ": LET up=up-1: PRINT INK @;AT up,ac;" 
": GO TO 200 
405 IF INKEY$="7" AND ATTR (up-1,ac)<>6@ AND up>@ THEN PRINT AT up,acs" ": LET 
up=up-1: BEEP .@@5,@: PRINT INK @;AT up,ac;" “: GO TO 200 E 
410 IF col>=pil/2 AND up=1 AND ac=31 THEN GO TO 45 
411 IF col>=pil/2 AND up=1 AND ac=3@ THEN GO TO 452 
412 IF col>=pil/2 AND up=2 AND ac=38 THEN GO TO 450 
415 IF col>=pil/2 AND up=2 AND ac=3i THEN GO TO 450 
428 GO TO 200 
450 LET sh=sh+i: LET b=1 
451_IF sh>=4 AND sh<7 THEN LET pil=pil+io 

1)<257 THEN 
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452 IF sh>=7 THEN LET pil=piltid 
455 IF sh<=3 THEN LET pil=pil+ia 
456 LET b=1 
457 IF sh=6 THEN LET c=1 
458 IF sh=9 THEN LET c=1 
460 IF sh=3 THEN LET c=1i 
475 PRINT AT sp,der;" “;AT spa,dera;" “;AT spb,derb;" “ 
478 LET 1=0 
479 FOR n=-40 TO @: LET 1=1+1: BEEP .@@5,n: NEXT n: FOR n=@ TO 4@: BEEP 
NEXT nz PRINT FLASH 1;AT up,ai FOR n=1 TO 30: NEXT n 
480 IF 1<2 THEN GO TO 479 
481 IF sh=4 THEN LET pil=14 
482 IF sh=7 THEN LET pil=14 
483 IF sh=10 THEN LET pil=14 
485 LET col=@: LET sp=1@: LET der=@: LET spa=i: LET dera=@: LET spb=18: 

b=@: LET up=1@: LET ac=31 
487 IF sh=7 THEN LET lim=1: LET a=@: LET b=@: LET c=@: CLS : GO TO 137 
488 IF sh=4 THEN LET lim=2: LET a=@: LET b=@: LET c=@: CLS : GO TO 137 
490 CLS : LET co=@: GO TO 150 
50 PRINT FLASH 1; INK 2;AT up,ac;" “ 
5@5 PRINT AT sp,der;" ";AT spa,dera;" ";AT spb,derb;" 
510 BEEP .8 LET liv=liv-1 

S15 IF liv=@ AND sc>hi THEN LET hi=sc 
520 IF liv=@ THEN PRINT FLASH 1; INK 4;AT 8,10; "GAME-OVER"; FLASH Q;AT 10,15" 

DO YOU WANT ANOTHER GAME?(Y/N)!": GO TO 540 
523 PRINT AT up,ac;" “ 
525 LET up=10: LET ac=31: LET sp=1@: LET der=@: LET spa=1: LET dera=@: LET spb= 

18: LET derb=0 
532 GO TO 200 
S4Q IF INKEY$="y" THEN CLS : FOR n=1 TO 3@: GO TO 135 
550 IF INKEY$="n" THEN CLS : STOP 

CASSETTE “THE 
FABULOUS 

sls 

I VALUE thats 
ey out of this world 

50 GAMES ON ONE CASSETTE 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR C: commodore G4 ELECTRON Atmos possible to tell you everything 

about the 50 games on AGON p ATARI 1. Vie ity 
Tae e aa ber they include _ORAGON EIEIGI ae Spectrum @oppte ATARI ORICL ZxB 
many types such as maze. arcade - 
missile, tactical and logic games EXPRESS DELIVERY Pane snd by etn of pon, enti 50 ot £9.95 
to suit most tastes in computer ORDER NOW ‘cae iepeapteaentoe 

CASSETTE 50 will appealto —[ (Cescede Games Ltd. 
people of all ages and the games FI 
will provide many hours of ee 
entertainment for all the family at SSS Ca vic 20 BBC AB 
1 fraction of the cost of other rectum exec ron ant APPLE 
computer games eantoee 

‘WE PAY TOP PRICES ; 3 Sse, tnend 
FOR TOP QUALITY GAMES Dealers & Stockists enquiries welcome. Telaphone: (0823) 504626. Bis 



If you are one of the thousands of Monty Mole 
fans who have followed the exploits of our furry 

friend through the Yorkshire pits and eventually to 
jail—fear not! Because Monty is innocent and 
plans are in hand to rescue your superhero. 

How will Monty be rescued? 
Who is the mysterious masked rodent? 

What will happen next in this thrilling saga? 
To find out get your copy NOW. 

Goo” And don't worry you uninitiated, 
the original ‘Wanted Monty 
Mole’ is still available 

Alpha House, Gremlin Graphics Ltd 
Sheffield $1 4FS. Tel: (0742 

“A quick way of learning - quicker 
than the printed page”. 
Mike McCann, Your Computer. 

“It took 12 hours to teach a regime that 
would normally take 40 hours”. 
Peter Marsh, Training Manager, 
Thomson Holidays. 

“Vivid mental images are used as 
unforgettable memory joggers”. 
Jane Bird, Sunday Times. 

“We found the course great fun and at 
the end a surprisingly large amount 
hhad sunk in". 
‘Which Micro? 

“Even a confirmed look - out of the 
windower like me found 
‘concentrating on the course very 

“Belore you know it, you are 
constructing your own sentences” 

Sana, Your Computer. 

“Undoubtedly the linkword cassettes 
‘are the most interesting, most 

‘of those considered”, Suck. computer Orc. sea ehambe New 
‘An outstanding 

Personal Computer World y Clark. Computer Choice 

FORSCHOOLWORK FOR BUSINESS 
FOR HOLIDAYS FOR ALL AGES 

Linkword Language Courses are published on 

Machine Publisher Machine Publisher 
BBC.(B) Acornsoft Amstrad. Protek 
Sirius ACT. Spectrum _ Silversoft 
Apricot ACT. C.BM.64 — Audiogenic 
Apple ACT. Vic 20 Audiogenic 
LBM.P.C. ACCT. Oric Tansoft 
QL. Protek Electron Acornsoft 

All versions contain a programme 
an audio tape and glossary. 

(Prices from £12.98) 

Versions available from 
Boots, Smiths and leading retailers. 

For further information write to: 
L Linkword, 41 Walter Road, Swansea. 



TI-99/4A 

With this 
program by 
Mike Poskitt 
you can keep 
all the records 
you need. All 
you require is 
your 
unexpanded 

Ti anda 

Cassette player | leat crear clears scren 
‘CALL SCREEN sets screen 

This is a simple record-keeping | | colour, in this case yellow 
program requiring only the | |CALL CHAR defines character, 
expanded TI-9984A and. a] | _ im this case a thin horizontal 
cassette player for storing the peg ned to enhance the 

"he program is menu-ariven | [CALE COUOR, (cha st fore 
and the following selection is | | Sojor)‘seus colour of gharse, SETTE":: 
available: ter, in this case a red line 260 PRINT CREATE NEW FILE": tt 

|CALL HCHAR (row, col, char 270 PRINT 

1 Load file from cassette code, no of repeats) ‘place 
2 Display file ci ALL KEY (OKSO =k a 280 PRINT 

pu upay He init, K = return variable, § 290 PRINT 
Status variable) detects 300 PRINT MODIFY A RECORD": i 5 Add d i 

6 Modify a record eo 310 PRINT SAVE FILE ON CASSE 
7 Save file on cassette Tee SE TTE"!: 
Ue Variables 320 PRINT "8. EXIT"2:: 

Rou records 330 CALL HCHAR(23;, 1,128,32) 
TSS«R) ‘information 340 CALL HCHAR(S, 1,128,32) 

Tis prow sui sagt Bets ven sean fr 350 PRINT "SELECT 1 TO 8" ford conto ante aoe record, "ecord name sinpst 111 360 CALL KEYO,K,S) 
Mepccatarnes of tt Basic ||| fetrarneer’ © 1) 370 TF ¢K<49)4¢K 956) THEN 360 

380 ON K-48 GOTO 400,500.710,860 
> 1020,1160,1380. 1460 
390 REM #+*+#LOAD FILE#** 
400 CALL CLEAR 
410 N=1 
420 OPEN #1:"CS1", INTERNAL, INPUT 
>FIXED 128 

430 INPUT #1:RSCN),IBCND 
440 IF RSCND="END" THEN 470 

100 REM ####4452%%%42224% 450 N=N+1 
110 REM * RECORD KEEPER * 460 GOTO 430 
120 REM * # 470 CLOSE #1 
130 REM # M.G.P. 6-84 # 480 GOTO 220 
140 REM -####8eeReRR REESE 490 REM #CREATE NEW FILE* 
150 REM 500 CALL CLEAR 
160 CALL CLEAR 510 PRINT "WARNING! YOU ARE CREA 
170 DIM R$¢200>, 1$¢200) "NEW FILE.IF A FILE ALR 
180 CALL CHAR(12&, "OOO0FF"> i 

Ci LORC13, 9,13 520 PRINT “EXISTS: IT WILL Bi 
REENC12) "ERASED. ONTINUE? ¢Y“N 

530 CALL KEY(3:K,$) 
EAR 540 IF S=0 THEN 530 

S4MENUSE S22 550 IF K<>89 THEN 220 
PRINT TABCS)3 "RECORD KEEPER" 560 CALL CLEAR 

- S70 N=1 
PRINT "1. LOAD FILE FROM CAS \ 
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I RE a] 
ROGRAM 

580 PRINT ENTER RECORD AND INFO 
RMATION":: "SEPARATELY. 
590 PRINT "<TYPE ""END 
SH.3"8: 
600 PRINT ::"RECORD":: 
610 CALL HCHAR(23,3,128;6) 
620 INPUT RS<ND 
630 IF RBCND<>"END" THEN 650 
640 GOTO 220 
650 PRINT ::"INFORMATION" 
660 CALL HCHAR(23, 3,128,119 
670 INPUT I$¢N> 
680 N=N+1 
690 GOTO 600 
700 REM #*DISPLAY FILE** 
710 CALL CLEAR 
720 IF N>1 THEN 750 

INT "NO FILE IN MEMORY": 

TO FINI 

740 goTO 820 
750 FOR R=1 TON 
760 PRINT ?:RS¢ : 
770 IF R=N THEN 730 
780 PRINT IS<R 
790 INPUT "PRE: 
ue “tNULS 
800 CALL HCHARS 

810 NEXT R 
$20 FOR D=1 TO 600 
830 NEXT D 
840 GOTO 220 
850 REM +**SEARCH FILE** 

860 CALL CLEAR 
870 PRINT ::"FIND WHICH REC! ? 

rrCTYPE ""END"" TO FINISH)"=: 

880 INPUT RECS 

$90 IF RECS="END" THEN 220 
900 FOR R=1 TON 
910 IF RSCRI=RECS THEN 97! 

ENTER TO CONTIN 

3, 1,128,32> 

920 NEXT R 
930 PRINT ?:"RECORD NOT FOUND" 
940 FOR D=1 TO 600 
950 NEXT D 
960 GOTO 860 
970 CALL CLEAR 
980 PRINT iRSCRDESIGCRIF Fees 
990 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO “CONTIN 
uve "NULS 
1000 GOTO 860 
1010 REM ##ADD A RECORD#+ 
1020 CALL CLEAR 
1030 PRINT “ADDITIONS TO EXISTIN 

G FILE.":: PRINT reee1a)s“GHODEYEL "425 

1040 PRINT "CTYPE ""END"" TO FIN : 

ISH. "2: 1540 FOR D=1 TO 600 

1050 PRINT =; "RECORD":: 1550 NEXT D 
1060 CALL HCHAR(23;3, 128.6) |_ 1560 END 

1070 INPUT R&CN> 
1080 IF RS¢N><>"END" THEN 1100 
1090 GOTO 220 
1100 PRINT ?!"INFORMATION":: 
1110 CALL HCHARC23:3,128;11> 
1120 INPUT IS¢N> 
1130 N=N+1 
1140 GOTO 1050 
1150 REM MODIFY A RECORD+ 
1160 CALL CLEAR 
1170 PRINT "MODIFY WHICH RECORD? 
"e2"CTYPE "“END"" TO FINISH>":: 
1180 INPUT RECS 
1190 IF RECS="END" THEN 220 
1200 FOR R=1 TON 
1210 IF RSCRI=RECS THEN 1270 
1220 NEXT R 
1230 PRINT =:"RECORD. NOT FOUND" 
1240 FOR D=1 TO 600 
1250 NEXT D 
1260 GOTO 1160 
1270 CALL CLEAR 
1280 PRINT "RECORD: 
INFORMAT IDI ISCRIEES 
1290 PRINT "ENTER MODIFICATION. . 

1300 PRINT "RECORD":: 
1310 CALL HCHAR(23,3, 128.6) 
1320 INPUT RSCR> 
1330 PRINT ?:"INFORMATION":: 

1340 CALL HCHAR(23>3; 128,11) 
1350 INPUT IS¢R> 
1360 GOTO 1160 
1370 REM #**SAVE FILE### 
1380 CALL CLEAR 
1390 OPEN #1:"CS1", INTERNAL, OUTP 
UT, FIXED 128 
1400 FOR R=1 TON 
1410 PRINT #1:RE¢(R),ISCRD 
1420 NEXT R 
1430 CLOSE #1 
1440 GOTO 220 
1450 REM #2##EX1T###+ 
1460 CALL CLEAR 
1470 PRINT "WARNING! ANY FILE IN 
MEMORY":: "WILL BE ERASED. "=: 

1480 PRINT "CONTINUE? ¢v/N>" 
1490 CALL KEY¢3;K;5) 
1500 THEN 1490 
1510 89 THEN 220 
1520 CALL CLEAR 

"SRECRD i 
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Potty Pigeon 
48k pyectrem 

The major problem is that 
flying is a very energetic exercise 
an after a few seconds you have 
to rest on a ledge. The predators 
vary from eagles to helicopters 
and cars but all are hard to 
avoid. Your only means of 
defense being the exploding eges 
that you drop. Levels are 
available for super pigeons but 
you have to eat a great deal of 
dirt to get that far. 

Gremlin, Alpha Hse, 10 Carver 
St, Sheffield, SI 4FS 

Not having seen any other 
products from this company I 
have to remark at how good the 
sereens are visually. This is a 
fetch and carry game with eleven 
sereens and each one has its 
features and surprises. 

You are transformed into a 
Pigeon called Percy and a — Thisisa great game and bound difficult life it is, trying to bring to be a winner. D.C. up four young’ fledglings and with so many predators to instructions 759% overcome, graphics 100% The movement of Percy is ease of use 100% nothing less than excellent, I value for money 9 cannot get over how like a pigeon 
he looks. The first screen shows 
the tree and nest and you mut 
that _you gather. 

New Cylon 
attack 48K 
Spectrum 

£5.75 
A&P, Unit 8, 
Woodbine St Ei 
Lancs OL16 SLB 

Yes, there are 
but in actual fact you 

must. LOAD""CODE, whi 
can confuse newcomers to, 
jcomputing, 

Once loaded you do have a? 
menu from which to choose, 
such as re-define the keyboard 
for look at the instructions. Ali 
the text uses a re-defined 
character set. which looks a bit 
spacey, but is not the easiest to 
read. 

The theme of the game is to 
shoot down waves of attacking 
space ships which have been sent 
by the Cylons. There are the now 
jusual status displays: fuel, 

s Nenergy shields, RADAR ete Commodore When you find yourself 64 running out of fuel you must £6.95 
find the mother ship and attempt Channel 8, $1  Fishergate, 1a docking. The response to the| 
keyboard controls is very 
positive, with very smooth| 
Imovement of everything on the} 
screen. If you have not yet had 
your fill of the shoot-"em-up type| lgames then you might like to try. 
this one. 

J& Preston, Lancs PRI 8BH 
Well folks, it’s cuddly bug-eyed 
beastie from Betelgeuse time. 
Borzak, the afore-mentioned 
illegal imigrant has crashed on 
earth and you must help him to 
survive the deadly fauna of 

jot what’ I would call earth. 
Naddictive, but then so very few These are frogs, dragon flies, 
are, BB. ducks, spiders, ditches, walls and 

other apalling hazards. 
instructions 100% You get a side view of our 
graphics 85% friend as the scenery scrolls 

NN playability 759% smoothly right to left. You avoid 
value for money 85% the opposition by jumping, 

ducking and accelerating or 
decelerating. You also have an 
anti-grav device to extend jumps. 
There are six levels with varying difficulty 

‘The graphics are fair and 

+] 
ak kk y 
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Time Zone 

64 £6.95 
j Channel 8, 51 

Preston, Lancs PR1 8BH 

i's a 

impersonating objects 
creatures from different 

time zones and do battle. 

five 
meanies, 

screens with 
each with 

they 
again 
more beasties 

coming at you from outer 
space. Kill or be killed 

Borzak is a rather twee with a reciprocating nose. The animation is tolerable but unspectacular. The background 
is remarkably sparse with just a 
imple green bit of grass. A few 

trees and houses would have helped maintain interest. 1 found 
the control awkward. The duration of jump _ is unpredictable, particularly with 
anti-grav. This leads to an 
increasing sense of frustration resulting in overwhelming 
irritation, 

‘Overall this game is a nice idea 
with a weak implementation. It 
doesn’t really offer anything 
‘unusual o out of the ordinary. 
instructions 90% 
graphics 60% 
ease of use 60% | 
value for money 

7 2r., 

Commodore 

shergate, 

Well, good old Planet earth is 
under attack yet again. This time 

race called Terrilons 
attempting to scare or confuse by 

and 
time 

Periods. You are the brave hero 
attempting to repulse the nasties 
in your space ship. By using a 
Time Vector Tracker (good stuff 
this) you can enter any of the 

You are given the usual side 
view with right to left scrolling. 
You can move to any position on 
the screen giving a useful degree 
of manoueverability. There are 

interesting 
"sown 

method of attack. The design of 
the nasties is very nice and highly 
reminiscent of the style of a 
certain Llama loving software 
author. The movement of the 
stars gives a feeling of depth. 
Whilst the earlier screens are 
fairly easy, things get rather evil 
by the time you reach screen five. 

Generally, rather a ripping 
game which is pretty to watch 
and exhausting to play. Not too 
original but good fun all the 
same, AM, 

instructions 
graphics 
ease of use 
value for money 

zak Kk * 
85% 

rs 
Jet-Boot Jack 
BBC B £7.95 

English, Box 43, Manchester 
M60 3AD_ 

ty 
This is a game that has you 
jumping, ducking, running, 
sliding, rolling and going up and| 
[down lifts, There are going to be} 
the inevitable comparisons but, 
of its type, it is quite well done. 

The graphics are good but 
limited. There are ten screens but 
there is not much difference 
between them. The colours 
Ichange and the positions of the| 
lifts, rollers etc, move but you 
fare playing the same background 

fggll the time. 
3 As Jet-Boot Jack, so called| 

because of this method off 
propulsion, you have been| 
placed in the record pressing 
plant suitably maniaturised. 

You collect fuel for your boots 
from pods hanging from the 
ceiling, collect musical notes and| 
Protect yourself from bugs and| 
gremlins. 

There is a practice option 
which allows you to play without 
the bugs. This allows you tof 
make speedy progress through 
the screens and may eliminate a 
lot of the frustration. An 
additional good point 
ability to start afresh from the 
sereen you last tackled. This is 
always reset to screen I when you} 
start. a new session so you could! 
be tied to the screen for some 
time. 

An exciting game with nice} 
features but without the quality| 
to make it a lasting favourite. 

MP, 
instructions 

value for money 

xk kk *k 



First ina 
regular series 
of adventure 
columns for 
enthusiasts 
written for you 
by Peter 
Sweasey 

Welcome to Ventures, HCW’s 
new regular column designed to 
keep you in touch with 
everything going on in the 
world of adventures and 
arcade-adventures (arcventures, 
as I call them). Ventures will 
also help you out if you are 
stuck or want to tell the world 
how brilliant you are at a 
certain point in a game. We 
need your letters: so if you want 
help, can provide help, or 
simply want to express your 
opinions on the games covered 
in Ventures, write now! 

In future issues I hope to be 
taking a look at specific new 
software releases, but to start 
with, here’s an’ overview of 
some of the best games around, 
starting with adventures. 
Fortunately, many adventures 
are released on several 
machines, which makes a 
feature like this much easier to 
write. 

‘One company who does this 
is Melbourne House, who wrote 
the most famous British game 
of all, The Hobbit, which has 
been "a best-seller, although 
personally I find 'it boring. 
Recently Sherlock Holmes shot 

into the charts on two machines 
— despite some terrible punctu- 
ation — as has the much better 
and funnier Hampstead. 

Level 9 produces less well 
known but brilliant, large, 
sensibly priced and atmospheric 
adventures, including a version 
of the original mainframe 
game. Other personal favourites 
include the Artic A-G range, all 
at low prices; Bug-Byte’s Twin 
Kingdom Valey; a new game 

ADVENTURE HELPLINE 

Ventures 
from RamJam, Valkyrie 17, 
and the Scott Adams’ games, 
The Hulk, Sorcerer of 
Claymourge Castle and 
Adventureland. 

Areventures are much newer 
and constantly improving. They 
more or less started with Manic 
Miner, came of age with Jet Set 
Willy ‘and are now much more 
popular and comlex. Kokotoni 
Wilf from Elite has proved 
popular, as has Interceptor’s 
original Tales Of The Arabian 

Hayy 

aa 
a> 

Nights and its’ not so original 
China Miner. 

Melbourne House entered the 
field with Sir Lancelot as did 
Micromega with Braxx Bluff 
and the complicated Jasper. By 
far the best of this genre, 
however, is Pyjamarama by 
MikroGen, which really 
combines arcade elements with 
the problem solving strategy of 
adventures. 

There are many new adven- 
tures/arcventures being 
released in the run up to 
Christmas, and I hope to look 
at these in future issues. 
Now for this week’s help. As 

I said, we really need your 
letters — it’s difficult to work 
without them, but here's a 
selection from the HCW 
postbag. I have not coded 
solutions (not that there are 
many this week) and will not do 
so unless you request me to do 
so. 

Firstly, J W Rundle of Alder- 

shot writes: ‘In Valhalla, the 
left hand numbers are 
locations. There are 81. The 
right hand numbers are where 
the ringway will take you. The 
objects are at the following 
locations: Ofnir 73, Drapnir 37, 
Skornir 4, Skalir 44, Felstrong 
6, Grimnir 81. This would be 
very useful if only I could find 
the numbers. Maybe they are 
only on the CBM vers 

The Hulk is proving very 
tricky to a lot of people. Kim 

Vidal of Antwerpen in Belgium 
amongst them. Here are some 
general hints, but I'm afraid 1 
am one of the many when 
comes to those ants. There are 
three domes, each different 
inside. Dr Strange is in one, but 
will only appear to the Hulk. 
Sometimes he is silent, but at 
other times he might show you 
something worth further 
examination... 1 would be 
interested to hear from anyone 
who has further solutions with 
this popular game. 

Kim Vidal also asks about 
how to open the chest in the 
tower in the fifth circle in 
Richard Shepherd Software's 
Inferno. Any ideas, anyone? 

Moving on to arcventures, 
Tony Cini writes from London 
to give hints on Blagger. 
Apparently pressing CTRL and 
any key from A to colon will 
allow you to access any of the 
screens. A similar hint comes 
from James Collis of Byfleet, 

who would like to inform all 
Kokotoni Wilfers that pressing 
2 or 3 at the title screen of the 
game will take you to the 
appropriate time zone. This 
relieves the boredom of playing 
the dinosaur screens which 
always annoyed me. 

N White of Harrogate asks 
for help with sheet three of 
Tales Of The Arabian Nights. R 
Foster of Doncaster thinks he 
can help: his solution would, 
however, take up the whole 
magazine, so here is just how to 
get the second ‘A’ which seems 
to be the problem. When 
standing by the ladder, wait for 
the genie to come near you, 
then jump off the edge on to the 
thick rock. When the genie has 
passed, run until you drop off 
the brick wall, jump left and 
arrive under the ladder, When 
the genie is very close, climb up, 
jump off the edge and there's 
your ‘A’. Simple... 

John Webster is having 
problems with Virgin’s Sorcery 
on the CBM. Well, you need to 
use the objects,” which will 
cither kill the monsters, club 
down trapdoors or open the 
door. Your energy can be 
recharged by standing on the 
cauldron, 

Finally, some requests for 
help for ‘which you might be 
able to provide solutions. 
Maureen Ashworth from Lanes 
is finding an icehound rather 
nasty in Strange Odyssey on the 
TI-99/4A, whilst Michael 
Chowdbury is stuck with a sting 
scorpion in Richard Shephard’s 
Super Spy. Can anyone help? 

So that’s the first Ventures 
column, Remember: write in if 
you are stuck, or have solved. 
any type of venture, or simply 
want to express opinions. Mark 
your letters Ventures to save 
non-venturing staff being 
confused by dragons, and make 
sure you put your full name and 
address on your letters. Bye for 
now! 

Arabian Nigit: 
NS, 

~. 

commodore 
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Baffled by 
jargon? 
Confused by 
terminology? 
Dave Carlos 
leads you 
gently into the 
world of the 
machine code 
programmer 
and points you 
on your way 

If you want to communicate 
with other people for some 
reason, you need to understand 
their’ language, or 
communication is difficult to 
say the least. If you've stepped 
off the usual tourist tracks, 
when on holiday, you will have 
found difficulty in 
communicating and may well 
find resorting to wild gestures 
and picture language. This can 
work, but what would happen if 
the person you were speaking to 
was blind? 

‘We have the same sort of 
problems in communication 
with computers, since they 
“speak’’ a language completely 
different to our own and this 
makes the interchange of 
information between us quite 
difficult. In order to give us any 
change at all, the designers of 
‘our machines “‘taught"’ them to 
speak a language we can learn 
reasonably easily, called BASIC 
(short for Beginners’ All- 
Rape ‘Symbolic Instructional 
Code). 

This is done by pe in the 
machine a special type of 
program called an interpreter 
which works like the 
interpreters. you see at the 
United Nations. It takes the 
language you give the machine, 
robably by typing at the 

Eéyboart,’ and. imerpeets each 
part, turning it into machine 
language or machine code as it 
is often known. This comprises 

‘ons 
you might say, which have 
particular meanings for the type 
of processor you are using. 

‘As you might have guessed, 
interpreting costs the UN lots of 
money because it takes so much 
time. Whilst it doesn’t cost us 
much, it still takes a great deal 
of computer time, as every 
word is translated each time itis 
found, no matter how many 
times ‘a particular word crops 
up in a program. 

It's: rather like using a 

rs 

Machine 
code — a 

= 

beginner's 
= 

guide 
French/English dictionary for 
every word, never learning even 
a few common words. It would 
save us all that time if we could 
only speak the same language as, 
the machine in the first place. 
Unfortunately it would be very 
difficult for us to input 
electrical signals direct to the 

e, SO a series of 
intermediate stages are 
n 

This is where we start to see 
the need for binary numbers in 
a computer. These numbers can 
be changed very quickly into a 
series of ons and offs, because 
they each translate to a single 
on or off signal. This means we 
could program our machine by 
inputting a number of ones and 
zeros but it would take us until 
doomsday to input a large 
program; what happens if you 
make even a single mistake? 

To help us further, we group 

these binary numbers into 16s 
(because 16 will divide exactly 
by two and 10 won't) and call 
these numbers hexadecimal 
numbers. These are often 
mistakenly referred to as 
machine code: they aren't real, 
proper machine code because 
they aren’t electrical signals but 
they are very easily translated 
into such signals and this makes 
them ideal for our use. All we 
need to do now is learn a whole 
series of hexadecimal numbers 
and the task is done, 

Not the easiest of problems, 
I'm sure you'll agree. Fancy 
having the learn the meaning of 
up to 255 different numbers and 
then write them down in order 
to make the computer do 
anything. So, to make the 
whole operation a little simpler, 
some of the early programmers 
developed a series of 
mnemonics, or memory aids, to 

remind us of the meanings of 
the numbers. 

You probably used a 
mnemonic at school to 
remember the names of the 
colours of the rainbow — 
Richard Of York Gave Battle In 
Vain. This system was 
successful and much easier to 
Jearn than the series of numbers 
and so programmers started to 
use a ‘series of look-up tables 
where the mnemonic was listed 
along with its number 
equivalent. 

‘Some bright spark got fed up 
of this and one day decided to 
write a program, in mnemonics 
of course, which would be able 
to translate straight from 
mnemonics to hexadecimal 
numbers without having to look 
up the values in between. He 
did this and called the program 
an “assembler’’ because it took 
the mnemonics and assembled 
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the hexadecimal numbers with 
the necessary action into a 
working program. 

Using an assembler is how 
most people, nowadays, write 
machine code. Assembler 
mnemonics are much easier to 
learn than the numbers 
themselves because they have 
some meaning, and 
psychologists believe that it is in 
meaningful groups that we store 
information in the brain. At last 
we have a simple way of making 
the machine do what we want 
without having to make it 
interpret our language on each 
occasion. 

So, if you still want to write 
machine code, or to be more 
exact, assembler, how do you 
10 about it? Firstly, you need to 
find out what type of processor 
there is inside your machine. 
This is because the “instruction 
sets", i.e. the kind of actions 
the processor can. take, differ 
from processor to processor 
and. therefore the machine 
mnemonics change too. The 
common processors are 6502 
(BBC, Electron, Commodore, 
Oric/Atmos) and Z80 
(Spectrum, Amstrad, Tandy) 
but there are a number of 
others, ¢.g. 6809 in the Dragon. 

‘Once you have done this you 
should look for three more 
things. Firstly, you need an 
assembler and’ a disassembler 
(which helps sort out your 
mistakes) with as many features 
as possible. The types available 
differ greatly from machine to 
machine, to pass assembly is 
vital but if possible also get one 
with a “macro” facility. BBC 
and Electron owners really only 
need a disassembler as an 
assembler is built into the 
BASIC in those machines. 

Secondly, you should buy a 
good book on learning machine 
code for your particular 
machine as information varies 
from machine to machine, such 
as the location of the screen and 
the memory free for your 
rogram. ‘These books will 
probably tel you all you need to 

ow. Finally, you should 
consider buying ‘one of the 
manuals for the particular 
processor your machine 

. This isn’t essential, 
but if you are serious it can help 
explain the various instructions 
in full detail. 

When you've got all these 
things together you need time to 

and. test. what yor 
learned: Machine code isn’t 
easy but it does have its 
rewards, and it’s difficult to 
stop yourself running around 
the house when you've put a 
letter on the screen for the very 
first time. What you then realise 
is the amount of work the 
BASIC interpreter does when 

you tell it to “PRINT “A, 
You need to remember that 

after the assembler has 
“‘compiled”” your program, it 
must be saved separately to the 
assembler program, or “‘source 
code”, from which it came. 
This ‘is because the new 
program, a series of numbers, 
can now be run without the 
assembler. You LOAD the 
program and CALL it from the 
machine and it starts its 
execution. 

It is this way of avoiding any 
intermediate that makes 
machine code so fast. You do 
need to be meticulous about file 
naming though, since it is very 
easy {0 save a new compiled 
program over your source code, 
only to find that there is a 
mistake in the program and you 
have to start again from 
scratch. If you'd been more 
careful you could have just 
looked at the source code again 
and a minor alteration would 
have provided the solution. 

One major idea must be 
considered in this introduction 
— the concept of language 
level. The reason BASIC is easy 
to learn is because it is a high 
level language. This is defined 
in computing circles as a 
language in which one 
instruction can be translated 
into more than one machine 
language instruction. 
The word PRINT, for 

example, needs the computer to 
take a whole range of actions in 
order for anything to appear on 
the screen. It involves finding 
out what to print, where the 
screen or printer is'in memory, 
putting the information in the 
right place and then returning 
to see what the next instruction 
is. All this happens because you 
used the one word PRINT. 

Assembler is known as a low 
level language because a single 
instruction in the language is 
turned into a single action for 
the processor. As an example, 
the instruction ‘LDO 0° is short 
for LoaD the Accumulator with 
the value of 0. Notice that only 
one action is taken for the 
word. The accumulator 
becomes 0 and then the 
machine goes on to the next 
instruction. 

This difference in level 
between assembler and BASIC 
means you must know much 
more about the nature of micro 
processors (CPUs) if you are to 
rogram in assembler than if 
You are content to use just 
BASIC. Your reward is very 
fast programs which can be 
made to do more than BASIC 
programs, because everything is 
written for a single purpose and 
not for a whole range. 

‘You might picture a machine 
code program as a fully 

developed Formula One racing 
car, built for the job and with 
just one purpose — speed. 
However, it can’t be used like a 
production saloon car for a 
whole range of purposes, 

—_— 
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including racing. Here the speed 
is sacrificed in order to be able 
to have a generally more useful 
vehicle. You wouldn’t take your 
granny to the sea-side in a 
Matra Ford! 
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Many aspects of Microdrive 
operations on the QL have 
much in common with their 
Spectrum counterparts. Unfor- 
tunately, cumbersome syntax is 
‘one of these resemblances; thus, 
to load a program called ‘‘beep- 
er’” on Drive No.1, one mus 
type “LOAD mdvl__beeper' 
and ENTER. 

The space and the underline 
character are vital. Just as the 
QL's mdvl_ replaces the 
Spectrum ***m’' so the 
Spectrum's CAT command is 
replaced by DIR to list the 
contents of a cartridge. 

As soon as you have more 
than 18 files stored on a 
cartridge, you will find that the 
top names disapear off the top 
of the screen without any polite 
“Scroll?” from the QL. You 

ve to be very fast to stop this 
ith CTRL/SPACE in just the 

right place! 
This utility “is written, 

not only to overcome this 
uncontrolled scrolling, but to 
enable single-key loading of any 
program. When the QL is 
switched on and has tested its 
memory, it invites you to tell it 
whether you are using a TV or a 
monitor for display by selecting 
one of two function keys. 
When you do this, the QL 

will load and run any program 
called ‘‘boot"’ which is on the 
cartridge in Drive 1. Psion has 
taken adventage of this on the 
cartridges supplied with the QL, 
but this program is specific to a 
particular cartridge. 

Incidentally, the QL User 
Guide will tell you that Drive 2 
is searched; this is one of very 
many mistakes in the manual. 

Make sure that no cartridges 
are in the QL when it is 
switched on or off, or data may 
be corrupted/lost. Switch on, 
put a cartridge in Drive ! (left), 
and if it is blank, enter 
“FORMAT = mdvi_name’; 
where ‘‘name”’ is your choice of 
almost anytl 

When the cursor reappears at 
the bottom of the screen, you 
can start keying in this 
program. Formatting seems to 

be one of the few QL Micro- 
drive operations which won't go 
on in the background while you 
are doing something else in the 
foreground. When you finish 
keying in, enter “SAVE” 
mdvl_boot’: The program is 
now ready for use. 

Remove cartridge, and either 
switch on and off or press the 
RESET button. Replace the 
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cartridge in Drive T, and press 
F2 if you are using a TV 
display, Fl for a monitor. The 
program will load and run, 
displaying _‘*Microdrive 
Number 1” followed by the 
Directory formatted in four 
columns, and three lines of 
instructions. Drive 1 will run 
for a bit (writing a temporary 
file), but you don’t have to wait 
for it to stop. In front of each 
file name is a different flashing 
character (I for the first et 

if you press the corres- 

ponding key (or shift/key 
combination if necessary), then 
the corresponding program wil 
LOAD, If you press the 0 key, 
the directory on Drive 2 will be 
displayed in the same way. 

Press the / key, and the 
words **Auto-Run OFF" in the 
top RH comer will change to 
““Auto-Run ON’; and programs 
will RUN on’ loading. Of 
course, if you try to LOAD and 
RUN a data file, QDOS will 
crash you with an error 
message. 



Software for the TI-99/4Aa Se ae CRISIS 
PARCO Software 

Llainlan 

Software 
Hustle COLLINS Educational GAMESMANSHIP 
*OUR PRICE £9.95 (Min 15% discount on software for all computers: 

ATARISOFT for TI-99/4 ‘ Bmwarior 

VIRGIN Games 

paRQRRARBRA 
SBRRRESE 

5aeee 

88 ai 

Cuthbe' Diggin Garner Waleabo 

SBR senRRasass: PRRBARPRRRRAR For a free price list and further information send a s.a.e. to: 
BRR BRS 4 DORSET PLACE, NEW STREET, HONITON Renee agree 

DEVON EX148QS, TELEPHONE (0404) 44425 fl Barbone tu fe pf Oe 
Cheque for lists. State which Micro. Fast Service. Gusranteedoriginals. Access orders taken by telephone. 

lll prices are inclusive VAT and p&p. Cheque oF PIO to. Briggs, 65 Casslobury Ave, Bedfont Middx. 

BART tt 

bard 
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AMSTRAD C 

Hints on conversion 
It would be rather complex to 
convert this program to run on 
‘other machines because many of 
the specialised facilities available 

240,192,128, 156,191 ,255,255,65, 113 
24110494, 112,88,204,252,0,192 
242,48,32,32,32,32,32,31 15 
243,14357474551,255, 255 
24410, 128, 192,240, 176,240,248, 136 
24547435 14150415150 
246,255, 255,253, 129, 128, 129,193,0 

Notes 
1. The co-ordinates will only be 
accepted by the computer in the 
form letter number e.g. AS in Amstrad BASIC are used. The 2. The program was written to 
help children learn about 
compass directions and you may i find that increasing the value of JJM] { LOWERS(#S) converts a$ into 
‘8% in line $0 (to give more lives) IH] > ""INK’ selects the colours 
helps available in the colour palette 

following hints should help: 

AAA 3° Hide the Rat #* 105) 28, 
) $CHRS (243) +CHRS (244) +CHRS (10) +CHRE (8) + 

” 
” 
‘Steve Lucas July 1994 ## 

IZE TIME: REM wet random number generator to r ||| 290 abs=CHRs (240) +CHRS (241) 
art ) +CHRS (10) +CHRS (B) +CHRS (8) +CH 
REM alter this number to suit number of lives 

1130 1 REM titles 
8838585 SS8 

33 i 
: #4ed8+STRINGS (3,CHRE(52)) ni y ses tasras eas 

How it works (equivalent, to: VBU19. on, BBC/ irerosroeroeroery 30 set random number generator |} | Electron) For t=1 To 3. PEN, PAPER are used to puch . 
60.59 ‘nsractions select the foreground end back- For n=t To StPRINT RewNEXT ground colours 
Com 4° PRINT £2 is used to send 
300 hide rat printing into the text window 
Ee eo, $ WINDOW fy ued to define 
Ciel pea a| [Ps windows. Three ferent 
aE text windows. are used in this 
510-930 guess location pena, Mina OS oe fart te Ride cat coampere.on the board +9 940-1110 win game 0 . ‘A%mINT (RND (1) #10) +1 1 DZRINT CRND (1) #8) +4 1120-end instructions ee Wil ce REN ## main control loop ## 

right hand side. 
6 The WHILE WEND loop will 

Variables need to be replaced with a 

888 
2 3 515,400: DRAM 515,0,3 

yet TO Gr LOCATE 32,¥#S-12PRINT CHRS(4B+y)® NEX 
LOCATE 1,1 43 83 

83 

‘8% ,b9%, location of rat REPEAT UNTIL loop or simply 
6%, 8% ‘your guess CLE #2: PRINT@2,"You didn’t find it* a$ keyboard input Con*sederght 
‘aaS,abS,acS graphics characters be=nIDs (as,aX,1) 
eS,fS,g8,hS_graphics for board the beginning, unlike a REPEAT PEN #2,3 

UNTIL loop). PRINI#Z,"It was in ~ 
IF aiei OR aXeS OR a%eS OR a%=7 OR aX=9 THEN GOSUB 
ELSE GOSUB 1410 

PEN #2,2:PRINT#2,bS) bx 
LOCATE aXeS-2,bX03-11PEN StPRINT ant 
PRINT #2: PRINT#2:PRINT@ 
PRINT#2,"Press Space Bar." 
agmINKEVS1 IF a8<>" * THEN 670 
RUN, 
WINDOW €1,34,40, 18, 
WINDOW #2,34,40, 1,161 PEN 

1,31 PAPER @i, is CLS @i:PRINT#I," Enter guess 
‘AS=INKEYS1IF aS="" THEN 720 
‘AS=UPPERS (a$) 1LOCATE 36,221PRINT as+" * 
CXMARC (48) 
IF €X<85 OR cx>74 THEN 720 
ekmcx— 64 
‘Aen INKEYS: IF aS="" THEN 770 
GRMABC (a8) —A01 IF x28 OR Gx<i THEN 770 
LOCATE 38,221 PRINT ox 
IF ck=i OR ct= 5 OR cXm3 OR cX=9 OR cl=7 THEN GOBU 

1350 ELSE GOSUB 1370 
110 LOCATE cXeS~i,dXe3-1sPEN 21 PRINT abSs LOCATE 4,10 

aPRINT CHRS(7) : 
820 bea"* 

7 DRAW x,y,z commands draw 
from current or graphi 
position to location x,y in colour 
z 
8 The spaces between keywords 
in Amstrad BASIC are essential! 
9 LOCATE places the text 
cursor at the xy co-ordinates 
specified similar to PRINT AT, 
PLOT (Oric) and PRINT TAB 
(x,y) (BBC) 
10 UPPERS(aS) converts the 
string a to upper case 

gbssbeeess 

LEE PEE Sy 



B30 IF aXect AND dueb% THEN 940 
840 IF dX>bx THEN GOSUB 890 ELSE GOSUB 910 
850 CLE 2: PRINTS2,"Livess—"y eX-1 
840 PRINT#2sPRINTSZ, aa$1PRINTS2s PRINTOZ 
870 x Go" PRINT @21PRINT #2: PEN #2 
+3 bs 
880 RETURN 
890 be="N": IF cX<ax THEN bSeb@+"E* ELSE IF cX>aX THEN 
beebsew™ 
900 RETURN 
910 IF bX>dx THEN be=' 
920 IF aX>cX THEN b@=bS+"E" ELSE IF cX>aX THEN beabs+"w 

4030 FOR tei TO 10: NEXT ¢ 
1040 NEXT x 
1050 LOCATE 2,15: PEN 31 PRINT*Would you like another 9 ane <¥/N> 2" 
1060 aSINKEYS: IF af="" THEN 1060 
1070 aS=LOWERS (as) 
1080 IF age*y* THEN RUN 
1090 IF a&<>"n® THEN 1060 
1100 CL: LOCATE 5,15: PRINT*Goodbye..Thank you for pla 
ying !* 
1110 END 
41120 DATA 239,239,213,239,190,239,259,213,190,179,159,2 
‘39,239,213, 190, 179, 159,237, 239,213,259 159,239, 142,239, 127,259,127, 142, 159,17 
9,190,213,239 
1130 BORDER 15+ INK 0,01 INK 1,241 INK 2,61 INK 3,26 
1140 PAPER O 
1180 CL@sPEN 11 LOCATE 12,5:PRINT "Catch The Rat” 1160 PRINTIPRINTIPRINT!PEN 2:PRINT"A game of skill for 
the Amstrad CPC 464" 

All Snip Products 

Stock Clearance 

4170 PRINT:PRINTIPRINTIPEN St PRINT" by 
ucas July 1984" 
4180 PRINTIPRINTIPRINT:PEN 11 PRINT*A rat ham eacaped a 
nd you have been sentto track it down !* 
1190 PRINT"It te hiding somewhere on the 10x8 boardwhic 
h ie displayed on the screen. You have only five turn 
= in which to try to 1 
ocate it. 
1200 RESTORE 
1210 FOR x= 1 TO 34 
1220 READ di SOUND 5,d,20,15 

Steve WL 

] 1230 FOR tei TO 10: NEXT ¢ 
4240 NEXT x 
1250 PEN 21PRINT:PRINT*Prews the 
tinue.” 
1260 aS=INKEYS: IF a$<>" “ THEN 1260 
1270 CLS:PEN 3 
1280 PRINT"The board i= labelled and you must send in t 
racker cate to see if it is hiding there. After each « 

ilbe ¢ 
direction which you will need to go in fo 

r your next turn !* 
1290 PRINTIPRINTsPRINT:PEN 11 PRINT! 

<Bpace Bar> to cont 

rm letter nuaber (e 
9. E4). 
1300 LOCATE 2,26:PEN 21 PRINT*Press 
art gane. 
1310 as=INceys 
1320 cis 
1330 BORDER 
41340 RETURN 
1350 IF d%=1 OR dX=3 OR dieS OR dX=7 THEN PAPER 0 ELSE 
PAPER 1 
1360 RETURN 
1370 IF dXm2 OR d%m4 OR d%m6 OR dimB THEN PAPER 0 ELSE 
PAPER 1 
1380 RETURN 
1390 IF bxe1 OR 6x=3 OR b%8S OR bi= 7 THEN PAPER 0 ELSE 
PAPER 1 
1400 RETURN 
1410 IF bX=2 OR bi=4 OR bim6 OR bi=B THEN PAPER O ELSE 
PAPER 1 
1420 RETURN 

<Space Bar> to st 
IF a$<>" * THEN 1310 

B.M.X TRIALS 

£2000 in Prizes 

Llainlan 

Software 
Great Xmas Gift! 
for your SPECTRUM! 

‘Superb new Far East micro amplifier for 
Spectrum. 

vers 64 & BI 
‘be amazed at the difference! Bea 
quality equipment. Attractive silver finish. 
Tremendous value at only £10! Just plugs into. 
Spectrum Mic or Ear socket — no interface 
needed. Fully guaranteed. Money back if not truly 
delighted. Send cheque or POs — your amplifier 
will be sent by return post 

HARRIS Computer Aids 
P.O. BOX 647, LONDON SE3 9BS 



David Rees, 
leads you 
through the 
first steps of 
understanding 
Commodore 
BASIC. It’s 
simply logical 

Logic commands form a very 
important part of BASIC, as 
you can manipulate numbers in 
a new variety of ways, and 
make your decision commands 
(c.g. IF/THEN) more versatile. 

The first hurdle to overcome 
is to understand what these 
commands do, AND and OR 
are the most commonly used 
logic commands, and their 
function can be’ seen in the 
circuits in Fig.1 if the two 
switches represent the input 
bits, with the light representing 
the result, 

In the first circuit, either one 
switch OR the other can be 
closed to light the lamp, In the 
second circuit, both the first 
switch AND the second have to 
be closed to light the lamp. 

In mathematics, if one bit OR 
the other bit in the sum 
numbers is on, the result will be 
an on bit, e.g.: 
12 OR 6 = 1100 OR O110 = 
110 = 14 

Alternatively, only if one bit 
AND the other bit is on will the 
resulting bit be on, e.g.: 

12 AND 6 = 1100 AND 0110 
= 0100 = 4 

Logical 
thought 
In decision commands such 

as IF/THEN, statements will 
give results of a similar nature. 

Take the statement: 

IF A=1 OR B=3 THEN END 

The routine will end if A=1 
OR B=3 OR when both of the 
statements are true. If an AND 
statement had replaced the OR 
statement, both A=! AND 
B=3 would have to be true for 
the routine to end. 
Another statement of 

Commodore BASIC is NOT. 
This can be used both as a 
command and as an adjunct to 
AND and OR. NOT inverts 
numbers so an on bit becomes 
an off bit and vice verse. In an 
IF/THEN ‘statement, a NOT 
command gives the’ meaning 
“execute the command if the 
statement is not 
example: 

IF NOT A=3 THEN PRINT A 

true’! For 

will print A if A is not equal to 
three. 

If the NOT command is 
executed after the AND or OR 

you can create two 
‘commands, NAND 

and NOR, giving answers 

completely opposite to those Of 
the original commands. 

The final command is less 
well known and is called EOR 
(exclusive OR) with its opposite 
ENOR (exclusive NOR). This i 
a sadly neglected command, 
and can only be found in 
machine code on Commodore 
machines. To use the 
command, POKE these figures 
into consecutive memory 
locations: 

169,251,69,2,133,2,96 

To operate the routine, 
POKE the two numbers to be 
EORed into locations 2 and 
251, SYS to the start of the 
machine code and user PEEK 
(2) to find the answer. 
Basically, what EOR does is, if 
one bit which is on otherwise all 
Fig. 1 

other combinations give off 
bits. Its greatest use is for 
flashing colours and objects 
(such as cursor) without 
effecting the object itself. 

Finally, logic may be used 
extensively in sprite control. 
Using AND and OR commands 
bits in the sprite registers can be 
changed while leaving others 
intact. For example, to set just 
the high x position of sprite 3 
on, use the following: 

POKE 53264, PEEK (53264) 
OR(2 3) 

To switch the bit off, AND 
the memory of every bit except 
the fourth bit: 

POKE _53264,. PEEK (53264) 
AND (255-2 3) 

OR 

AND 

(POWER) 



GAME 
CYCLONE ... 
DALEY THOMPSON 
BEACHHEAD 
WHITE LIGHTNING 
SHERLOCK HOLMES, 
SABRE WOLF 
KNIGHTS LORE ... 
UNDERWORLDE 
LORDS OF MIDNIGHT 
(DOOMDARKS REVENGE 
PSYTRON, as 
FRANKN. STEIN. 
TLL cons 
TRASHMAN 
NIGHT GUNNER 

TWINKINGDOM VALLEY 
AVALON 
ENDURO 
SCRABBLE 
EDDIEKIDO JUMP 
COMBATLYNX 
KOKOTONIWILF 
DUES EXMACHINA 
DARKSTAR 
JETSETWILLY 
STARSTRIKE 
"TRAVEL WITH TRASHMAN 
HAVOC. 
BACK PACKERS GUIDE TO 
‘QUASIMODOS REV. 
TIRNANOG 
AIRWOLF 

SOG 
SY! | 

GHOSTBUSTERS 
‘SUICIDE EXPRESS 
OTHER ACTIVISION 
ZIMSALABIM 
‘STRIPPOKER 
PSYTRON64 
TALES OF ARABIAN NIGHTS: 
BEACHEAD 
SOLOFLIGHT 
DEATHSTARINTERCEPTOR 
BRUCELEE 
NATOCOMMANDER 
SPITFIRE ACE 
MYCHESSI 
BATTLE FOR MIOWAY 
HAVOC 
ANCIPITAL 
‘QUASIMODOS REVENGE 

Better ways 
to machine code. 
MODER.80 really helps you read, write and test 
machine code. Monitor features include breakpoint set. 
execute, hex-dec-hex conversion, hex arithmetic, hex/ASCI dump to screen or printer, hex modify, 
memory move, and single-step (with register display) 
through programs in ram or rom. The disassembler can 
‘output to tape (or use with Gener-0) as well asto screen or printer. And, unlike comparable products, Moder-80 
even contains 'a simple non-symbolic assembler so beginners can use proper assembly language instead of 
hex when entering short programs into memory. 
Spectrum 16k/48k £5.95 

GENER-80 is the easy-to-use assembler with a full- 
screen 40-column editor which processes source text 
upon keyboard entry, giving immediate error detection, 
shorter source code and much faster assembly! Block 
delete and move also available. Full Microdrive com- 
patibility on 48k Spectrum includes save, load (with auto- 
merge) and verify to tape, Microdrive or network. Can 
co-eside on 48k Spectrum with virtually any monitor 
(not just Moder-80) to form a machine-code develop- 
ment system. 
Spectrum 16k/48k £7.95 

Programs can be transferred to Microdrive (full instruc- 
tions supplied), and can be used with ZX printer and 
most 80-column printer interfaces without modification. 
All prices post free. 

SEVEN ST. ee 
15 Gloucester Avenue, 
London NW17AU. 

— 
|= | 2 

TLL 
KOKOTONIWiILF 
ZAXXON 
SUMMER GAMES 
‘QUOVADIS 
SHERLOCK 
PSIWARRIOA 
STORMWARRIOR 
RAID OVER MOSCOW 
STAFF OF KARNATH 
BLUE MAX 
TAPPER 
SELECT 
‘SPYVSSPY 
BOULDER DASH 
HOBBIT 
DALEY THOMPSONS DECATH, 
KONG'S REVENGE 
FIGHTERPILOT 
TORNADOLOWLEVEL 
BREAKFEVER 
COMBATLYNX 
WHITE LIGHTNING 
BLACK HAWKE 
RIVER RESCUE 
STORMWARRIOR 
SPIDERMAN 

TALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P 
‘QUICKSHOT I ONLY £8.99 

PLEASE NOTE IF OUR ORDER 
EXCEEDS £50 YOU GET 
10% FURTHER DISCOUNT 
SEND CHEQUES /P.0. TO 

‘GOODBYTE PCW 11 
94 LEATHER LANE, LONDON EC1 

(TEL: 01-404 4245) 
PLEASE STATE WHICH MICRO. 

Four Home Computing Weekly 

Top Rated Games 

THE FALKLANDS CRISIS £9.95 
strategy war game 

B.M.X. TRIALS £6.95 
10 £200 B.M.X. bikes to be won 

SOUND EFFECTS £6.95 
The ultimate programmers utility program 

PUNCH LINZ £6.95 

similar to T.V. programme 

Send cash with order to: 

LLAINLAN SOFTWARE 

FREEPOST 

LLANELLI 
SA15 1ZZ 
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This drum 
program isn’ 
like other 
commercial 
drum packages. 
R.F.A. Brown 
gives you a 
comprehensive 
explanation 
of how it 7 
works 

Use this program to tum your 
Commodore 64 into a fully 
Programmable drum machine. 
You will find that the 
programming is different from 
most commercial drum 
machines — a realistic drum 
sound is obtained using the SID 
chips’ noise. It sounds 
especially good through an 
amplifier. 

‘Any number of sections may 
be defined. By section, we mean 
a few steps or beats of the 
overall pattern, For example, 
you may define one section as a 
Straight 4/4 rhythm and 
another as a "break" of some 
sort, Each section length is user- 
defined and does not necessarily 
need to make musical sense, 50 
it could be 17 beats long. 

You can then string. these 
sections together into a pattern, 
The pattern is the order in 
which the sections are to be 
layed. For example, the verse 
for the song for which the 
drums are being programmed 
may require one section played 
16 times, and the chorus 
another section played eight 
times, 

Each section is split up into 
steps, and in each step any 
combination of the three drum 
Sounds can be played. 
RUN the program and you 

should enter the menu with the 
ollowing four options: 

1 CLEAR SYSTEM 
2 DEFINE SECTION 
3 DEFINE PATTERN 
4 PLAY PREDEFINED 
PATTERN 

You would then be asked if 
you wanted to define another 
section. Answering ‘Y” would 
start the next section at step 1 
and “*N’” would return you to 
the main menu. 

Stop the program _u: 
RUN/STOP and RESTO! 
and re-RUN it. Type ‘2’ 
enter the define section mode 
and define sections 0 and 1 as 
shown, 

“DEFAULT VALUES (¥/N) 
This means, do you want the 
default drum decay values as 
defined in line 4090 or do you 
wish the default drum decay 
values as defined in line 4090 or 
do you wish to alter them? For 
now, we'll keep them as they 
are, so type *Y’ and Return, 

You will then be asked for the 
speed. Speed is between 1 and 
255, where 1 is the fastest and 
25S" the slowest. Normally you 
only need values between about 
50 and 150. For this we'll use 
60. You are then asked for the 
pattern number, which in this 
case is 0. There will then be a 
short delay while numbers for 
use with the machine code are 
set up. 

Now begin play by pressing 
any key other than the various 
shift and control keys and Fl, 
as Fl is used to stop play. The 
speed can be altered during play 
by moving the joystick in port 2 
up and down, 
Using this method of 

programming, patterns of a 
very high complexity can be 
built up. A maximum of 128 
sections and 128 patterns can be 
held in memory at any one time. 

Here are a few more sections 
which may come in handy: 

Type ‘2* (and Return) to 
‘enter the define section mode. 
The screen should now look like 
this: 

SECTION 0 
1%, 

sections 0 and 1 inserted here with the flashing cursor above 
the first of the three dots. The 
number 1 means step | and the 
three dots represent drums 1, 2 
and 3 respectively. Normally 
these are set to bass dru 
drum and hi 
this can be altered by changing 
lines 4090-4130 — see reference 
manual. 

If you want a particular drum 
to be played at that step, 
position the cursor above the 
appropriate dot and press ‘X’ 
For example, if you wanted 
drums one and three (bass and 
hi hat) played at step 1, you 
would put an ‘X’ over dots 1 
and 3 and then press Return. 

If you don’t want any drums 
to be played at a particular step 
you would press Return without 
putting any Xs over any dots. 
You will then be presented with 
step 2 and the three dots and the 
whole process repeats. If you 
only want eight steps in the 
section you set the eight steps 
however you desire, and for 
step 9 you type “END” over 
the dots. 

Return to main menu and 
type ‘3’ and Return to enter the 
define pattern mode. 

If you wanted to play section 
© seven times section 1 
‘once, you would enter the 
following for the pattern: 

Pattern 0 

-cocccjc]! Cewanaun Zz i} 

As when you define a section, 
alter your typing and you will 
be asked if you wish 10 define 
another pattern. For now, type 
“N’ and Return, and go back to 
the menu. 
We may as well hear the 

drum pattern now, so type ‘4° 
and Return to enter play mode. 
You will now be asked: 

enter off-beat, 3/4, disco here 

Once you have the pattern 
you want, you could record the 
drums on some sort of cassette 
or reel-to-reel and play back 
with instrument accompani- 
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ment. This is preferable to| the most of it, is to sit down and 
carrying your computer with | tinker around with it. 
you to band practices or live] Conversion to other home 
performances, if you're in a| computers is rather difficult as 
group, and is how I use the] the backbone of the program is 
program. the SID chip, which is unique to 

The best way for you to get| the Commodore 64. 
used to this program, and make 

139 rem bIK 
14 printtab(12)"mrum machine” 
141 printtab (12> "EEEEEEEEEEEE" tpoke646,11 
143 rem 4%crd 
150 print "7 1) clear system" 
158 rem 2&erd $ 
160 print"M 2) define section” 
169 rem 2¢crd 
170 print"@M 3) define pattern" 
173 rem = 2crd 
180 print" 4) play predefined pattern” 
208 rem blK- 24crd 
210 print"MEEY = enter command (1-4)"Ftinpute 
228 ifc<lorc 4thengoto135 
238 oncgosub300, 1880 ,2000,4008 
248 goto135 
308 cirtrun 
1000 rem define section 
1ee1 + 
10@9 rem clr- 2@terd erd 
1010 print *meBbection* ses "Bt ta=0 
1020 zz=Otqsqstrscatl)tiflen(as)=Itheng$="  “tastgoto1040 
1030 iflen(a$)=2thenqs=" "+as 
1039 rem Sacrl 
1040 printass")> —.. . MMMM" st inputbn#!gosub 1920 
1045 ifdd=255thenaq)=255tg0to 1108 
1049 rem cru 2#cru 
1850 ifzz=ithenprint"™ “tprint "Mim" tg90to 1020 
1060 ifq<255thena(a)=ddta=qtltgoto 1820 
1870 print*section too large 
1@8@ input"do you wish to redefine (y/n >"? ink 
1084 rem 24cru 
1985 if in#<>"y "ard in#< >"n “thenpr int "Mal" 90to 1060 
1090 if in$="y"thenreturn 
1985 goto1ee0 
1100 input" define another section? (y/n)"sin# 
1103 rem = 2%cru 
1110 if in#<>"y “and in<>"n"thenpr int "MM" tg0to 1108 
1120 if in#="y *thengosub1138!se=se+itgoto 1000 
1138 sc(sed=xtq=0 
1140 pokex -aa)tifa(q)=255then 1160 
1150 q=qtitx=xtitgoto114a 
1160 x=x+itif in$="n"thense=se+1 
1178 return 
1900 ifbn$="end"thendd=25Streturn 
1918 iflen(bn$><>3thenzz=1treturn 
1928 ifbns= “thendd=@treturn 
1921 ifbn$="..x"thendd=1treturn 
1922 ifbn$=".x."thendd=2treturn 
1923 ifbn$=".xx"thendd=3treturn 
1924 ifbn$="x.."thendd=4treturn 
1925 ifbn$="x.x"thendd=Sitreturn 
1926 ifbn$="xx."thendd=6treturn 
1927 ifbn$="xxx "thendd=7treturn 
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zz=ltreturn 
rem define pattern 
t 
remcir- 2¢erd crd 
print "Mi@battern "tps "a" 14q=0 
aSastrstatl)tiflen(as>=ithena$="  “+asigotozaqa 
iflen(a#)=2thenq$=" *+as 
printa$*"> "stinputn$t ifn$="end "thenn=255!a(q)=255!g0to2208 
rem 2@¢cru 
ifval (n$) =Qandn$< >"@"thenpr int "MM" tg0to2040 
rem 2@tcru 
ifval (n#) >25Sthenpr int "MM" !g0to2040 
n=val (n$)taCqd=nt ifa<ssSthena=atl in$="*"tg0to2020 
print"pattern too large” 
input"do you wish to redefine ¢y/n)"Fins 
rem @écru 
if in$<>"y "and inS< >"n"thenpr int "Ml" tg0to20708 
if in#="y"then20a0 
return 
Patp>=yta=8 
pokey ,atq)tifaq)=255thenp=p+itreturn 
yaytitqzatitgoto2110 
gosub2100 
input"define another pattern? (y/n)"F ins 
rem = 2*cru 
if in#<>"y "and in#< >"n"thenpr int "MM" tgoto2205 
if inS="y "thengoto2008 
return 
rem play 
' 
rem cl 
print "Mi"! forl =Oto24tpokes+l ,Btnext 
rem 2tcrd 
input*@BBefault values? (y/n)*s ine 
if in#="y "thenaaso 
rem 2xcru 
if inS<>"n"thenpr int "mam" tg0to4020 
rem 2@kcrd 
input"#Bbass drum decay (@-15)"tbd 
rem 2¢cru 
ifbd<@orbd>15thenpr int "MM" tg0to4a5e 
rem crd 
input"Msnare drum decay (@-15)"tsd 
rem = 2¢cru 
ifsd<@orsd>15thenpr int "mM" !g0to4060 
rem crd 
input*Mhi hat decay (@-15)"shd 
rem 2¢cru 
ifhd<@orhd>15thenpr int "Mal" t90to4070 
g0to41a0 
bd=Stsd=6thd=4 
pokes +24,79tpokes +23,44!pokes +22, 108 
pokes ,128!poKes+1,1!pokes +5,bd !pokes +6,bd 
pokes+8,15tpokes+12,sdtpokes+13,sd 
pokes +14,255 pokes +15 ,255tpokes +13 hd tpokes +20 hd 
rem 2@%crd 2*cru 
input "Hbpeed"isptifsp<lorsp }25Sthenpr int "mM" tgoto4140 
poke2,sp 
input"pattern number "tpn 
rem 2¢cru 



ifpn )porpn>127orpn<Othenpr int "MM" tg0toG160 
v=pa(pn) tpoke25 1, (v/256-int (v/256) #256 tpoke252, int (v/256) 
forr=Otose#2tu=sc(r) 
pokeS52ss2tr #2, (vy /256-int (v/256)) #256 
PokeS2993+tr #2, int (v/256) tnext 
forde=8toS@dinext 
rem 2%crd 
print "@eady....press any Key to go” 
sys49273 
forde=Oto18a8tnext 
forl =Oto24tpokes+l ,Atnext 
return 
rem data for m/c 
forr=49152t049342treaddtpoker ,dinexttreturn 
data216,160,0,177,251,201,255,248,111,10,168,185,0,207,133,253,185 
datal,207,133,254,160,0,177,253, 133,215,201 ,255,240,80,41,4,240 
dataS, 162,128, 142,4,212,232,142,4,212,165,215,41,2,240,9, 162 
datal26,142,11,212,232,142,11,212,165,215,74,144,9,162,126,142,16 
data212,232,142,18,212,165,197,201,4,248,41,173,8,220,74,176,2 

datal98,2,74,176,2,238,2,164,2, 162,255,202 ,208 ,253,136,208,248 

data230 ,253 ,208, 171,230,254 ,24,144, 166,230,251 ,208, 142,230,252 ,24,144 
datal37,96,165,197,201,64,240,250,76,0,192 
data32 ,253,174,32,136,173,76 247,163 
datal69,1,44,169,,133,18,32,212,225,32,130,192,165,10,166,20,164,21 
data76,117,225 
data32,212,225,32,130,192,165,20,72,165,21,72,32,138,192,166,20 
datal64,21,104,133,21,184,133,20,169,28,76,95,225 

Lantern..Games That Shine 

SOFTWARE FOR THE T199 4A 

WONKEY WARLOCK (BASIC) £5.95 HUNCHBACK HAVOC (Basic) £5.95 
Guide Wonkey Warlock through Arcade Action in T-Basic! Race 
the Dragons Lair, collecting wea- with Egor thru four castles and 24 
ons and spelis in order to defeat different sheets. Superb graphics 
him. 5 screens of incredible and great fun. 
graphics. An absolute must for 
‘every Texas owner! 

DADDIES HOT ROD (BASIC) £5.95 CRAZY CAVEREX-BASIC) £8.98 
Drive through sheep fields, woods, You are the Crazy Caver and must 
‘over rivers and avoid all obsticals myriad of hazards. Run, 
then pick up hitch-hikers down ing on stalagmites, dodge 
perilously twisting roads. leap over pits. arrows and balls of 

fire. Superb graphics and 
‘animation. A game you can't stop 
playing. 

‘Send cheque or postal order to’. 

Derby House, Derby Street, BuryBL9ONW ‘Tel:061-761 4921 LANTERN teh too 800 eae 
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Fisher-Price Learning Software, 
St John’s Hse, Leicester LEI 

complete rainbow. The rabbit 
then dances for joy. The fourth 
level has simple sums and the 
same rainbow format. 

This is a very good program. 
Fisher-Price have for many years t's delightful graphics and music 
had a reputation for selling kept my four year old 
quality toys at a reasonable entertained for some time and 
rice. Now they are entering the helped him learn. It’s well worth 
software market with four looking at. It needs a joystick. 
educational packages. MW. 

It aims to teach numbers up to 
ten with a variety of dancing 80% 
animals. There are four levels of 90% 

fficulty. In the first the child 90% 
picks a number and guides an 95% 
animal to the balloons 
illustrating that number. If the 
child is correct the balloons lift 
the rabbit, kangaroo or peng 
up into the clouds and part of a 
rainbow will appear. The child 
continues until there is a 

instructions 
graphics 
ease of use 
value for money 

kak Kk 

Number 
Tumblers CBM 

64 £9.95 
Fisher-Price Learning Software, 
ISt John's Hse, East St, Leicester 
LE1 6EB. 

This is an example of Fisher- 
Price's initial foray into the 
software market. It’s a 
mathematics based game aimed 
fat the eight to 12 year 
but which will 
fattractive to older users (and 
leven adults). 

tis cartridge based and is easy’ 
to plug into the computer andy, 
; itis instantaneously loaded, 

beating even Nova-load. 
‘The game opens with aj 

comprehensive options page 
through which you can vary} 
Imany of the game’ 
including an option to pl 
falone, against an opponent or 

the U 

Know Your 
Own Psi-Q 

"four. Decide on your speed and 

labours will be two, three, four 

Time Trucker 
CBM 64 £7.95 

S ASK, London Hse, 63 Upper 
; Richmond Rd, London SWIS 

‘This game has the advantage of 
being educational as well as 
being fun. You are a truck driver 
collecting produce from farms 
and delivering it to a depot. 

There are three different 
‘games on the cassette. In the first 
you log your arrival time 
(displayed ‘on the screen by 
‘means of an analogue clock), on 
to a digital display. Only then 
can you pick up your order. A 
completed order at the depot 
earns a bonus. 

In the second you don’t have 
to log in but the farms open and 
close at certain times and you 
plan your route accordingly. 
The third has the aggravation 

that the farms only open for 15 
minute periods. 

A page full of educational 
programs. Read on to find out 

uality of the latest in 
educational software 

recognition, which determines 

T_T: 

aflashcard 

lor five digit numbers and you are 
ready to play. 

The aim is to bounce around a| 
lerid using the numbers thereon 
with the arithmetic signs to 
create one of a series of five pre- 
determined numbers. It is a game} 
fof fast and furious fun and 
fquick-thinking. 1 have found it 
to be highly addictive. 

K Itneeds ajoystick. M.W. 

instructions 85% 
jeraphics 90% 
lease of use 95% 
value for money 95% 

kkk kk 

Cae 

the computer. You must also 
ldecide whether to use + and — 
lor * and / or a combination of all 

whether the product of your 

SS 

If your have ever imagined 
yourself as a clairvoyant, you 
may be tempted to find out 
exactly what mental powers you 
have. This package lets you test 
out your Psi ability over a range 
of tests 

The program is a fairly 
detailed personality quiz, to 
assess your ‘psychic potential’. 
This must be completed. before 
carrying on the Psi-games which 
measure your ability. Each game 
consists of guessing the position 
of a hidden object, or guessing 
suits or colours of playing cards. 

‘You may control the number 
of guesses, but generally the 
more guesses the more accurate 
your rating is. You may also 
choose between the type of ESP 
tested _— clairvoyance or 

( 
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‘when the computer 
object, before or 
guess. Also inclu 
felaxation routi 

for long-term testing. 
‘Whether or not you believe in 

parapsychology or 
program is well 
well worth buying if 
all curious about this. 

instructions 15% 
playability 0% 
graphics 70% 
value for money 

to help you 
‘get in the mood’, and you have 
the option of saving your data 

written and 
presented, and in my opinion 

laces an 
after your 
ded is a 

not, this 

you are at 
D.A. 

53% 

You choose from three levels 
of difficulty. In the first you use 
the map in the booklet, second 
hhas a secret map and the third 
hhas road blocks on the secret 
map. 
__ Overall this is a good package 
incorporating time skills training 
with an entertaining game. At 
trucker and super trucker levels a 
partner was desirable to help 
work out the best routes. It needs 
ajoys MLW. 

instructions 95% 
graphics 95% 
case of use 95% 
value for money 95% 

a 
Flashcards 
and Spellin: 
CBM 64 £4.5 

Learning to read is one of the 
most important lessons we learn, 
Without this acquisition many 
ldoors would be closed. You 
would not be able to decipher the 
words on this page and the 
program would be lost to you. 

‘The program is easy to use and. 
fa simple idea executed in such to} 
Imake it work well. Many parents 
Jand teachers have used. the| 

technique to teach 
specific words either about the| 
house or as part of the build-up 
to reading first book. This 
cassette takes the same approach 
Jand uses the computer to add a 
Inew dimension. 

There are three main parts, 

Wg Toddlersoft 1 Cat Lane Cottage, 
Years ‘Oxon OX9 6HX 

alphabet training, spelling and 
the flashcard sequence. The 
words used fall into’ four 
categories: Baby's first words, 
words for toddlers, colours and | 
words “from the’ pre-reading 
[Griffin series. 

When the flashcard option is 
chosen a word is shown on the 
screen and to help the young 
reader the word is illustrated 
with a cartoon type moving 
picture and appropriate sound. 
The program is simple but can 
lead on to greater things. My son 
jwas soon telling me tales of] 
pirates, islands and hidden 
treasure whilst we played the 
game together. 
instructions 85% 
graphics 80% 
fease of use 80% 
value for money 100% 

zak Kk 

S 



FREE POSTER OFFER 
INTERCEPTOR MICRO’S 

Lindon House, The Green, Tadley, Hants, England 
TEL: (07356) 71145/3711 TELEX: 849101 

"5 peewceroe 
CRIM eM aE el : 

Li Tigllie Wallie 

Coca 

COMMODORE 64 

BENEFITS ON JOINING INTERCEPTOR TAB oF tH 
SOFTWARE CLUB AR ADIAN Negts 

1. Up to date information on new releases 

2. Free posters § other promotional aids. 

3. Special club member discount. 

4. Help club for Interceptor adventure players 

5. Special olfers on blank data cassettes = 

si! [FREE MEMBERSHIP - —_— 
SPECTRUM 

Ansteas 

- Ue 
When you join Interceptor Micro's new software club 
you will receive free posters. We will also keep you up to. 
date on all our new releases, and include a list of special 
offers on some of our latest games. Available only to 
members 
NAME 

ADDRESS 



THE THRILLING 2nd GENE RACING CA SIMULATION FRO, 
LTD. 

NERATION RA\ M LIMBIC SYSTEMS 



for your 
Computers, like people, are fallible. They need the right 
combination of code and care to perform effectively in the 

business or the home. And that requires first hand knowledge 
from you to create a healthy operating environment for your 

Commodore 64. 

Knowledge about machine language, about the lesser known 
qualities of the 64, about the disc drives, graphics, and about the 
tricks and tips to keep your 64 on line. That's why First Publishing 
has now launched in the UK a series of high quality books and 

software packages to provide a complete health care kit for your 
64. Commodore 64 users throughout Europe have already found it 

a tonic. We think you will, too. 

Ut 0, Hever Roe, inakc Put gheore eae 
lise I 



In this maze 
game by 
Alasdair Jarvie 
you must 
guide your 
ship around a 
maze, picking 
up crystals 

~ ORIC/ATA 

Labyrinth- 
ine 

while you go. oo 
You'll MEE SKI || swiccnes Curtcr tnd keycick 
and a good pcan sions 
sense of timing | | 1% = 100-180 main game 

200-300 ship left 
300-400 ship right 
400-500 ship down 
500-600 ship up 
10000-20000 redefinition 
20000-30000 yolume control 
30000-40000 instructions 
40000-45000 set up screen 
45000-50000 if successful 
$0000-end if unsuccessful, check 

hhigh score 

In this game of speed and good 
timing you must guide your ship 
pees wy pl 

up crystals 1 20. 
Each time you meen a 

crystal you get $0 points, and 
‘once you finish a screen, you 
move on to the next one. 

Variables 
‘A,B.C, position of pointer 
Dot’ number of dots eaten 
‘Time time taken 
Mark score 

10 PAPERO: INKIrHIRES 
20 NF="TO HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 
30 CURSET2@,20,1 
4@ FORA=1TOLEN(NS) 
5@ CHARASC(MIDE(NE,A,1)) 48,1 
48 CURHOV 7,2,8 
7@ NEXTA 
82 FORA=4176@T042@@asTEP: 
9@ CURSET128, 100, 1 
108 FORA=1TO4OSTEPS: CIRCLER,12NEXTA 
410 CURSET 70,96,0 
126 FORA=1TO4 
138 DRAW1@8,0,@: DRAWB, 1 ,@: DRAW-180, 2, 
148 NEXTA 
158 CURSET2@, 76,1 
168 DRAW2@B,@, 1 
178 DRAWa,8, 
188 DRAW-208,2, 
19 Ne="S PEE D 
200 CURSET20,97,0 
218 FORA=1TOLENINS) 
228 CHAR ASC(MIDS(NS,A,1)), 23 CURHOVE ,@, 
240 NEXTA 

PORE A, 1:NEXTA 

DRAMA, 1,8 

POINTER" 
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250 CURSET2@, 148, 
268 Né="by Alasdair Jarvie* 
278 FORA=1 TOLEN(NS) 
282 CHAR ASC (MIDS (NS,A,1)) ,@41 

318 FORA=465687046000STEPS®:POKE A,5:NEXTA 
328 cLoaD** 

Listing 2 
1 POKE 618,18 
2 TEXT 
10 REM s*e* SPEED POINTER sees 
28 GOSUB 18080 - REDEFINTION 
48 CLS: PAPERQ: INK1:PLOT @, 1,2:PLOTO,2,22 
S@ PLOT 1,1,1@:PLOT 1,2,10:PLOT 5,1,” SPEED POINTER": 

LOTS,2," SPEED POINTER™ 
68 PLOT 3,5," PRESS......" 
5 PLOT 3,7," ( 1 > INSTRUCTIONS” 
7@ PLOT 3,9," ¢ 2.) TO PLAY * 
75 PLOT 3,11," ¢ 3 ) TO SET VOLUME LEVEVL 
98 GETAS: IF AS=" 1" THENGOTO3B208 
98 IF Ag="2"THENGOTO4@008 
95 IF Aé="S"THENGOTO 20000 
188 GoToee 
11@ PLOT A, 
128 AS@KEYS 
138 IF AS=CHRS(8) THEN GOTO 200 
148 IF AS=CHRS (9) THENGOTOSO® 
158 IF AS=CHRS (18) THENGOTO4@8 
168 IF AS=CHRS (11) THENGOTOS®® 
178 TIMESTINE+i: IF TINE=218THENGOTOSaI08 
188 GOTOIie 
200 REM see LEFT 
285 Os="rs"W 
218 IF SCRN(A-1 

O#:PLOT A,C,Ms 

eu 
=ASC("g") THENGOTOL 18 

212 IFSCRN(A-1 ,B)=ASC ("a") THENGOTOL 18 
215 IF SCRN(A-i,B)=ASC(“c") THENMARK*AARK +58: DOT=DOT+1 
216 TINESTINE+i DIF TIME=210THENGOTOS®BOO 
247 IF DOT=133THENGOTO4S000 
220 PLOT A,B," “:PLOT A.C,” 
ALC we 
225'G0SUB 608 
238 AS=KEVS 
235 IF Ag=CHRS (9) THENGOTOSB® 
2A@ IF AS=CHRS(1@) THENGOTO4@O 
245 IF AS=CHRS (11) THENGOTOS®® 
258 GOTO 200 ' 
@@ REM s+ RIGHT <= 
SOS Qs="jk"2WE="1e" 
387 IF SCRN(A+2,B) =ASC ("a") THENGOTO118 
319 IF SCRN(A+2,B)=ASC("#") THENGOTOI 18 
311 IF SCRN(A+2,B) ASC ("b™) THENMARK MARK +5@:DOT=DOT+1 
312 TINEsTINE+1! Ig TIME=21@THENGOTOS@008 
313 IF DOT=13STHENGOTO4S008 
315 PLOT A,B," “2PLOT A,C,~, 
A,C.ue 
325 GoSuB 600 
338 AS=KEVS 
355 IF Ag=CHRS(G) THEN GOTO2 
34@ IF AS=CHRE (10) THENGOTO4OO 
345 IF_AS=CHRE (11) THEN GOTOSB® 
358 GOTO se 
400 REM ** DOWN «* 
485 Os=" vu" swe "xy" 
407 IF SCRN(A,C+1}=ASC( a) THENGOTOL1@ 
410 IF SCRN(A,C+1)=ASC("#") THENGOTOI1€ 
445 IF SCRN(A,C+1)=ASC ("b") THENMARK=NARK+50: DOT=DOT+1 
14 TIME<TIMES1: IF TIME=21@THENGCTOS@OEE 
417 IF DOT=13STHENGOTOSSWee 
420 PLOT A.B,” ~*PLOT A,C,~ 

+:PLOT A,C WE BUSUE 6e@ 
“KE 

405 IF AS=CHRS (2) THENGOTO2@B 
440 IF AS=CHRS (9) THENGOTOZ@@ 

*:A=A-2:PLOT A,B,08:PLOT 

AeA+2:PLOT A,B,08:PLOT 

Bape: =C+2:PLOT A,B,0 



Aas IF As=CHRE C1) THENGOTOS@O 
450 GuTOs@e 
500 KER #* UP 
585 C#="n0":W="po" 
3@/ IF SCRN(A,B-1) “ASC 1a") THENGOTOL 
51a IF SCRN(A,B-()=ASC("h") THENGOTOL 
S15. IF SCRN(A, 8-1) =ASC("d") THENMARK=MARY +S@:DOT=DOT+ 1 
S16 TINESTIMES1 IF TINE*21@THENGOTOSOG® 
517 IF DUT= (3S THENGOTOESA@E 
520 PLUT A,B.” "2PLOT A.C," “:B=B-2:0=C-2:PLOT A.B, +2PLOT ALE. 
S28 Gnsue "Lee 
3H ASeKEVS 
S'S IF A®=CHRs (8) THENGOTOZBO 
54Q IF AS=CHRS (9) THENGOTOSOO 
S45 IF AS=CHRS (10) THENGOTOAG® 
350 GoToseo 
00 RETURN 
100 KEM #* REDEFINITION #* 
1901@ FOR A#@TO199:READD:POKE 46800+A+ (@¥ASC 

EXTA 
10820 DATA 65,35, 55,55,35,35,33,65 
10838 DATA 86,00,80,00,80,21,03,06 
19040 DATA 

vata 
‘onTAa 
pata 
ava 
DATA 
DATA 
bara 
DATA 
DATA 
para, 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 14,60,63,65,01 
DATA 28,15,63,63,32,32,56,56 
DATA @0,80,00,00,01,05,15,65 

18218 DATA 
10228 DATA 

para 
DATA 
ara, 
DATA 
para, 

2) ,DEN 

20008 KEN ##* VOLUME CONTROL #** 
20010 CLS:PAPERO: INKI 

i 20020 PLOT @,1,28:PLOT @,2,22 
iBEPLOT 2,2,18 

20110 IFAS=CHRS (18) THENPLOTR,6+A,* 
20100ELSEPLOTD, 6+A,0s 
20120 IFAS=CHRS (11) THENPLOTB,6+A, 

(@100ELSEPLOTB,6+A,0¢ 20138 Vea 
a 20148 PLOT @,26,28:PLOT 5,@6,*PRESS 1m FOR MENU" 

20150 IF As="HTHENGOTOS® 
; 20160 soToz8108 

30000 REN eeee INSTRUCTIONS eee 
30010 CLS: PAPERG: INKS 
30028 PLOT @,1,28:PLOT@,2,22:PLOTS ,1,1@:PLOT1 ,2,18:PLO 
2,4, 1:PLOT2,2,3 
‘soase i," INSTRUCTIONS": PLOTS,2,"_ INSTRUCTIONS“ 

YOU MUST GUIDE THEABIIP AROUND THE ~ 
soese HAZE WHILST GATHERING UP THE * 
3ee6e “ CRYSTALS. YOU GET S@ POINTS FOR ~ 
39076 PLOT 3,11," EACH CRYSTAL GATHERED AND IF YOU ™ 
3@088 PLOT 5,15," FINISH A SCREEN YOU AUTOMATICALLY™ 

"GO ONTO ANOTHER ONE. * 
TO. MAKE THINGS A LITTLE BIT HARDER ” 
THERE IS @ TIME LIMIT 
SO REMEMBER ° SPEED IS ESSENTIAL "* 

38130 PLOT 8,26,20:PLOTI,26,1:PLOTS,26,"PRESS ANY KEY 

“2AeAe1: IFADISTHEN 
em A=: IFACTHENZ 

49020 REM ses SET UP SCREEN e+ 
DOT=@:TINE=@ 
CLSsPAPER@:P=INT(RND(1)#6)+1: INK 

40040 PLOT!,1,"aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasaaaaaaaasaaaaaaaaa” 40958 PLOT,2, “abcbebebebcbchebcbcbebcbcbcbebebcbebca 
40060 PLOT!, 3, "adedededededededededededededededededea” 
40070 PLOT1,4, “abcfofafefatafctabcfofafatatafatarobca 

48088 PLOTI,5,"adehihinihihihihidehihininihinihihidea" 
4909 PLOTI,6, “abcfabcbcbcbcbebebebcbcbebebebebc fgbca 
49100 PLOT1,7, "adehi dedededadadadedadededededadehi dea” 

‘abe fobc fof atatafatabctofafarafatctabca’ 
‘adehidehihihinihihidehihinihihidehidea” 
“abcfgbc¥gbcbebebebebebcbebcbc Fabcfabca 

40148 PLOT! , 11, "adehi dehidededadedededededadeni dehi des 
4015@ PLOT! , 12, "abcfgbcbcbcfabefabefafabcfgbefabcbebca 
4816@ PLOT1, 15, "adehi dededehidehidehihidenidehidededea 
48178 PLOT, 14, “abcbcbcfghcfgbcfgbcfafabcfgbcbebcfabca 
80190, PLOT! ,15, "adededehi deni dehi dehihi dehidededenidea 
#8198 PLOT, 16, "abcfabefgbebcbebcbebebcbcbcbefgbcfabca 
48200 PLOT! ,17,“adehi dehi dedededededadedededehidehi dea 

vabcfobcfotofatatabctgtatarafatgbcfabca 
“adehidehihininihidehihinihinihidenides 

e218 PLOT, 11 
40228 PLOTi 
40238 PLOTS .28, “abe ¥obebebchebebebebebecbebcbebcbefgbra 
4024@ PLOT! ,21 ,"adehi dededededededededadededededehi dea 
40258 PLOT1,22,"abcfofatofatafatatabctafotatafatargbca 
48260 PLOT! ,25,“adehinihinininininidenihinsninihinides 
40278 PLOT1,24,"abcbebcbebebebebcbebebcbrbchcbcbebcbca 
40200 PLOT1 ,25, “adededededadededededededededededededen 
40290 PLOT1,26,"aaaassananaaaoaaaaaaaasaaanaaaaasaaaaa 
48300 A=20: B24: 0=25:08=" jk": WS=") 
49310 GOTOL18 
4588 REN ** SUCCESSFUL +* 
45085 CLS: PAPERZ: INKS 
43010 PLOT @,1,2@:PLOT @,2,17 
45028 PLUT 1,1, 14:PLOT 1,2, 14 
45838 PLOT 3.1," SUCCESSFUL" 

PLOT 3,2," SUCCESSFUL” 
WARK =MARIC# ((210-TIME) #1) 
PLOT 3,7," GO FOR NEXT SCREEN" 

450708 T#="19191724512489172518154754714521781924174145 
442671631464031 1464" 

45090 FORA=1TOLEN(T#) 
43078 
45100 

MUSIC 1,3,4,V 

REN ## FAILED {1} o® 
CLS: PAPERZ: INK@ 
CLS: PAPERD: INK 

30028 PLOT 8,1,28:PLOT@,2,16 
S@O30 PLOT 1,1, 1@2PLOTI,2,10 
$@048 PLOT 5,1," FAILED 
Seeve PLOT 5,2," FAILED” 
Sees: GUSUB See 
peeee FLOT 3,5," YOUR SCORE... OF 21,5, STRY MARK 
58078 IF MARKOHMARKTHENPLOT 3,7,"A NEW HIGH SCORE":G0S 

UB Ssee8 
‘5088 PLOT 3,15, "HIGH SCORE, 

ARK) 
50898 PLOT 3,1 
S075 MARK=@) 
5@1@@ PLOT 3,26," DO YOU WANT TO PLAY ABAIN 7*:GETAS: I F_AS="V"THENSOTO49008 
3811 IF _AS="N"THENEND 
52128 coTose1e0 
S5WOG= PRINTCHRS (11) ; CHRE (11) 2 INPUTRS 
S5@1@ IF LEN (BS) >1@THENGOTOSSBOG : 

<"EPLOT 21,15,STRS (HM 
WELD BY.....":PLOT 17,18,B 

S5048_T$=" 12545671254567812545478999999876545218765432 
17654321654521545214321" 

55078 W=VAL (MIDS (TS,A,1)) 
55289 MUSIC 1,2,W,V 
35098 MUSIC 2;7,M,v 
35108 MUSIC 3,4,M,V 
55118 WAIT 15 
55128 NEXTA:PLAY RETURN 
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ALTIME = “- SOFTWARE 
a 

The 
Blast the a! 

the battleplanet
 9 

The mean and deadly 

CRASH SMASH
™ 93%: 

SINCLAIR: KE
MPSTON. 

“JOYSTICK CO! 

you against
 

enemy tanks, UFOS
 

and missile
s - 

axiller of ag
ame! 

RASH Rating 83%" 

£5.50 



‘Century Communications, 12-13 
Greek St, London WIV SLE 

As everyone knows, the one 
nasty part of the 64 is the lack of 
commands for sound or graphics 
control. This has resulted in 
‘many software houses bringing 
ut extensions to the resident 
BASIC. This cassette based 
system offers 36 new commands 
aimed at making life a litle 
easier 

For code loads into the free 
area between the ROMs and 
boots up leaving a full 
compliment of 38K available. 
The nice aspect of this package is 
that even when _hi-resolution 
graphics are used you still have 
the full amount of RAM 
available? This means that the 
authors have had the sense to 
the RAM behind the ROMs for 
the high resolution screens 
{presumably behind the Kernal 
OM). 

split into four categories. we have utes” and 
programming aids. There are 12 
Sommands including the usual 
RENUMBER, AUTO, DEEK, 
DOKE, HIMEM etc. Overali 

Some 11 commands for the 
manipulation of graphics are 
provided. Both hi-resolution and 
multicolour modes are supported 
‘and commands are common to 
both. With this system you can 
plot points, draw lines and draw 

illed blocks. All drawing actions 
can be performed with the text 

not, unfortunately, any 
help with design of sprites. The 
usual method of DATA 
statements is really a nuisance 
and I hoped to see some help. 
Similarly, , collisions are not 
catered for. 

majority of areas such as 
frequency, wave form, filtering, 
ADSR, volume and there is a 
‘music’ command. The latter 
enables you to play notes directly 
rather than hunting out the 
correct frequency. Again 

Modulation, and voliage ion, and voltage 
appear to have been omitted. 

cam 64 £17.35 
Supersoft, 91 Manor Rd, 
Higham Hill, London E17 SRY 

facilities are quite extensive and 
allow you full control over the 
CBM-64 sound. 

of 

be 
to 
of 

R hi 1 i. 
2 &E. 

at 

B32 

and looking up a few of the basic ) sounds there is a special effects 
principles in books I am now | screen. The various options on 
able to enter some quite | this are very impressive and 
impressive pieces of music. Asan | sound quite wonderful. 
example: it only took about 1% | The manual is well written and 
hours to enter God Rest You | seems to explain most of the 
Merry Gentlemen so. that it | program details quite well. 
played in all three voices. 1 Ay feta NwAnLSUpEL Dy, 
should imagine that with some | tape. Loading to work 
more practice at reading music | perfectly everytime although it 
this will become much quicker. takes about ten minutes. The 

All music and user defined | demo supplied gives a sample of 
Parameters may be saved to | what can be although 1 
either tape or disc and retrieved | think that they could have done 
at a later date and played again, | better. The music is ‘Air On A G 
The manual explains amethod of | String’, most of you will 
using these saved files to play | associate this with a popular 
music in your programs. | would | cigar advert on TV. Kil. 
advise that this is left to Music 
Master because it seems quite | instructions 90% 
complicated to recreate some of | graphics 80% 
the features. ease of use 95% 
For those of you who like | value for money 95% 

zapping space invaders at crating wed ond tor ot | 



AGE Protocol 4 
run 

£29.95 
AGF Hardware, 26 Van Gogh 

Bognor Regis, West 

If you have games with facilities 
for joysticks then you will 
probably find that a joystick 
interface is a real must. The 
question then becomes which 
one? There are so many on the 
market that it would be easy 10 
feel you are never going to be 
able'to find the ideal one. This 
interface tries to overcome these 
problems by allowing you to 
decide which type of interface to 
have for each game. 

The design concept which has 
made this possible is a 
programmable card which can be 
Set {0 give a response as if almost 
any of the keys on the keyboard 
hhad been pressed. These cards 
are made from black plastic and 
have to be faitly strong and thick 
as they are pressed down in to a 
touch sensitive areas of the unit. 

‘You set.the keys you wish the 
{oystick to simulate by, puting 
ttle plastic pegs into this car 

and then inserting it into the 
interface itself. 

Fitting the pegs is quite simple 
‘once you have discovered which 
key ieeds a peg in which hole. 
‘The answers are provided by the 
chart on the unit, each key 
requiring two pegs to be inserted, 
‘As you can imagine, it would be 

tedious having to remove 
replace these pegs every time 

you changed your game so all 
You have to do is keep one card 
for your favourites. There are 
cards provided so that the 
interface will simulate the 
opular standards: AGF, 

Sinclair Interface and Kempston, 
plus one black card. 
‘The system also supports other 

peripherals with the provision of 
another edge connector atthe 
rear. Added to all this there is a 
reset switch which effectively 
does @ power down but without 
the need to remove the plug and 
thereby loosen the Spectrum's 
power socket. Fitting the unit is 
simplicity itself and there is very 
little chance of wobble, although 

Extras to 
add on and 
. make life 

easier 
We've reviewed for you AGF's 
Joystick interface and Micro 
Power's BASIC Extensions ROM 

— read on to find out if 
they're value for money 

ots rie isda omy 8 
irum-+ with the legs in the 

down position. Programming the 
interface is very simple — the 
unit is well cased and with all the 
possibilities it offers I cannot 
believe that the price is excessive. 
This will be the answer to a 
number of game players’ 
prayers, D.C. 

BASIC 
Extensions 
ROM BSC 
£19.95 

Micro Power, Northwood Hse, 
North St, Leeds LS7 2AA. 

If you're a believer in structured 
Prosramming, you wll probably 
ke the type of BASIC which the 
BBC machine has as standard. 
For the purists however there are 
‘a number of structures which are 
conspicous by their absence. This 
ROM. is an_ addition to the 
standard BASIC and integrates 
fully with it to give 
range of new “'words”” 
these are meant as. utility 
Programming aids, others meant 
to make BASIC even better and 
there are even a couple to help 
make program filing more 

foolproof. 
The first set of words cover the 

new structures and give you the 
ability to use 
WHILE/ENDWHILE loops for 
the first time. These loops are 
not always executed because the 
test for a terminating condition 
comes at the beginning of the 
loop, not at the end, as is the case 
with both REPEAT/UNTIL and 
FOR/NEXT loops. 
There is also a full 

implementation of the CASE 
statement. which allows you to 
specify a whole range of actions 
10 be taken if a single variable 
holds particular values or none 
of those specified at all. Two 
other, slightly. less useful 
structures are also provided: a 
LOOP/EXITIF structure allows 
you to finish a loop at any 
Position during its execution if a 
particular test is passed, while 
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the FIF/ENDIF gives multiline 
IF/THEN type structure. All 
good stuff, easy to use and of 
great value to serious 
programmers, particularly those 
in education. 

The programmer's utilities 
include the ability to FIND any 
string as well as globally or 
selectively REPLACE any string. 
‘The string can even include 
keywords and wildcards. There is 
4 program compacter to remove 
unwanted wildcards. There is a 
program compacter to. remove 
unwanted bits, a SHIFT. 
command to allow the moving 
around of lines in a program and 
variable DUMPing options. 
CONT is rather like a Spectrum 
command in that it allows you to 
restart a program after an error 
as if the error hadn't occured. 

The file utilities are: VERIFY, 
{o check that a program has been 
saved correctly, an essential for 
cassette user: 

allows a program to be read from 
file and then displayed on screen 
Without altering the contents of 
memory, and (wo utilities which 
‘make the joining of one program 
to another very simple indeed, as 
‘well as 13 more commands. 

This ROM is a real boon to 
those who like to write with a 
good degree of structure but also 
provides utilities which any 
programmer will find useful. The 
44-page manual is well written 
and easy to follow with examples 
of the action taken by most of 
the commands. Its. only 
drawback is that it “steals” an 
extra page of memory, but you 
never get anything for nothing, 

Programs written using the 
extra commands can even be 
used by those without the ROM 
with @ copy of the Run Time 
System which is available for just 
£1. Great valueall round. D.C. 



AVAILABLE FOR CBM 64, C 16, VIC 20 

PSYCHEDELIA - 
YOU CANNOT WIN 
YOU CANNOT LOSE 

ONLY ENJOY 

PSYCHEDELIA — 
THERE IS NO FRUSTRATION 

THERE IS NO KILLING 
ONLY PLEASURE! 

PSYCHEDELIA — 
SWITCH ON TO MUSIC 

SWITCH ON IN THE DARK 
ONLY SWITCH ON! 

PSYCHEDELIA — 

DESIGN ORI 

49 MOUNT PLEASANT, TADLEY, BASINGSTOKE. HANTS. 

SHORTLY AVAILABLE FOR ATARI, SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD 



‘with he Mr et 

me Ss coe 
Mirr Holborn Circus, 
London ECP 10 hours 

from her, 
determined five year old 

Her verdict is: funny, luverly, 
nice, etc. My verdict is: good 
value for money if you have 
children, a bit pricey if you 
don't. Oh, and you need a 
‘Spectrum of course. 

‘The Mr Men characters are taken 
from a cartoon strip in a 
National daily, and every child 
Who is introduced to them adores 
‘them, at least the children I know 
do. 

‘There are two tapes with a 
separate program on each. One 
program is Mr Noisy's word 

g, and the other is Read with 
Bounce. A notice on the 

package states ‘for ages 510 8 
‘years’, likely story. 

If the parents do decide to let 
the children play there is a 
booklet for their e, the 

sng 
‘ambrian Computersolve, 15 
Decent Cl, Prestatyn, Clwyd 
L19 70 

he Stow ‘Queen's palace The 

‘are printed on the screen® 
r you, but spotting the eters, 

mong the jumble of black and 
vite. squares. which represen 

ice is rather trickier 
‘The concept is good, and onc 
‘got the hang of it I found 

entertaining, though I have 
1s about its educationa 

It is too difficult to be 
children young enough 

practice in. letter, 

part is trivial, ‘eeen ff 

n 
The weakest points are 

clum: thod used | for rolling the cursor 

‘geometrical patterns drawn) 
in. several different 

p these. 
It’s an interesting idea 
confused abjectives and poor 

presentation. M.N. 

instructions 

that is, To help little 
Rectie eer ae 

it. It took me nearly two 
to wrest the keyboard 

she is a very 

BB. 
100% 

100% 
100% 

cw — Morse 
Oric 1/ 

Atmos 48K 
£14.95 

No Man's Land, 110 bis, av. du 
Leclere — 93500 Pantin, 

rance 
Programs to simulate morse code 
appear with boring regularity on 
the pages of magazines. So, it is 
surprising to find one marketed. 
commercially. This production 
seems to offer just about 
everything in a morse program. 

It will translate morse code to 
and from the alphabet. You can 
connect it to a transmitter, type 
in a sentence, and the message 
will be sent in morse. The speed 
of transmission and audio 
frequency can be selected by the 
user. Several preset messages can 
be stored, and transmitted by 

‘appropriate keys. 

Try out some’ of eheses 
interesting 

programs. Learn co ae ithe mr 
Men or amaze your 

with 

‘Acornsoft, Betjeman Hse, 104 
Hills Rd, ‘Cambridge CB2’1LQ 

For the dipsomaniacs a taste of 
varied delights that may refresh 
parts other drinks cannot reach 
Cockiails can be an expensive 
3° experiment and this may 

There are four options. You 
can browse thrugh the selection 
which includes over 300 drinks: 
you can find a cockt 
containing certain ingredients; 
find cocktails using given 
ingredients; or describe the 
cocktail and have it searched out 

The third one 1 found most 
useful and realistic. Pick out 
what you've got and it tells you 
what to make! The last option 
was limited because some names 
are idiosyncratic hence I couldn't 
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magic 

find Freddie Fudpucker. 
also limited in size 

“The program is well organised 
with) & menu and graphic 
representation of the cocktail in 
its plass with accompanying text 
and instructions. 

‘A manual describes the 
‘workings and some information 
‘on types of glasses best used. 

'A good book on the subject is 
casier cheaper and probably 
contains more information. You 
gain a novel approach to. an 
cent pursuit (hi! Or sit, sit), 

It is 

instructions 
display 
ease of use 
value for money 

It can also trans! morse 
from a receiver. An audio 
connection is made between the 
receiver and computer. The 
characters appear on the screen 
as they are translated, which is 
immediate. Messages canbe 
stored on tape, as can the screen’ 
display itself, or a copy obtained 
on a printer. 

Instructions appear on a 
cassette insert and at the start. 
For the user not conversant in 
radio amateur’s jargon, they are 
hard to follow, but I doubt if this 
would be of much use or interest 
to anyone but a short wave radio 
enthusiast. D.N. 

instructions 50% 
ease of use 
display 
value for money 

Paul Daniel's 
Magic Show 
BBC B £9.95 

Acornsoft, Betjeman Hse, | 
Hills Rd, Cambridge CB2 1LQ 

You have the cassette, a manual, 
pack of special cards and a 

printed sheet that helps with one, 
There are ten tricks 

was Paul's patter! 
favourite was Clue base 

1¢ Cluedo. In. your: 
absence the audience commit the 
crime: they choose a name, a 
‘weapon and a room using good ; 
graphic sequences. When you 
return you guess all three. My 
family were amazed and couldn't 

“e how it was done. 
‘An important aspect is the| 

ability to customise the sequer 
create a show. Ultimately’ 

success will depend on the 
presenter and not the computer 
leaving a Jot for the imaginative 

.P. 

0%, 



CeCe eeiecececccoicoseeecseseees 

No. 1 Golden Square. London W1R 2ARB Telenhone 01.427 NED a a 



Lineage: 

35p per word 

Situations 
Vacant 

Contract programmers required for 
a wide variety of work. A full 
‘agency service is offered and top 
fees paid. Please send details of 
experience and other relevant 

formation t0 S.0.S. P.O. Box 
138, London El 9PW 

Accessories 

BLANK DISCS 
SPECIAL OFFERS 

‘blank dics 40 track). Prices per box of ten Al prices include V.A.T. p&p is FREE. 
VERBATIM: Single sided double dens. iss} 

sd/double density 
Hulk order discounts available er enguines welcome 

|SIB SUPER SAVERS: $0 single sided/double density $14" blank iscsi a perspex box, only £69.95 $0 double sided double density 314° blank 
iscsi a perspex box, only 9.95 
For Free fast delivery please send] Cheques/POs to: 

SJB Dise Supplies (Dept 0, 11 Oundle Drive, Netingham NH IBN, "Tel oua2) 782310 

ALL YOUR CASSETTE NEEDS 
Blank cassettes CIS with case 40p. 
Labels in Blue, White or Yellow — 20 
for 36p. Inlay cards in Blue, Yellow, 
Red, Green, Orange or Purple — 20 
for 0p. Library cases 12p each. 
Postage on each complete order 60p. 
STONEHORN Ld, §9 MAYFIELD WAY, 
BARWELL, LEICESTER LES 

SOLAR COMPUTER PRODUCTS, P.O. 
BOX 4, MONMOUTH, GWENT, NPS 

‘40 Tel: 0606 860661 

SPEC PEN PALS UK 
Let us put you in touch with others 
where no one else has reached before. 
Send s.a.e. for application form and 
‘more details to:— A Simmons, 40 
Clayburn Circle, Basildon, Essex. 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request). 

MARCOL CABIN 
Millbrook Rid West. 

Tol: (0703) 774832, 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

AS = 

CABINETS 
A range of Cabinets 
especially designed for 
your home computer 
system. Keep it dust 
free, tidy and secure. 

Send S.A.E. 
for Colour LEAFLET 

ETS sotent ausiness Centre, 
Southampton S01 OHW (24 he answering service) 

MICRO COMPUTER 
< EXHIBITION > 

Sat Jan 12 
GREAT HALL 

BROMLEY CIVIC CENTRE 
Rochester Avenue off 

‘Wigmore Road 
BR. to Bromley North 

Or Bromley South 
All popular home and business 

micros and lots more. 
Details from: 

East West 01 290 5299 

WIN A COLOUR T.V. 
Spectrum - Oric - Atmos 

Software Library FREE MEMBERSHIP > FREE ENTRY TO DRAW SAE FOR DETANS TO. tune SFT, 113 BROOMFIELD RO, MARSH, HUDDERSFIELD (tate micro? 

To hire a computer from Spectrum 
48K upwards, please phone or write 
to Business & Computer Services, 
294a, Caledonian R 
IBA Tel. 01 607 O1 

ORIC/ATMOS 
Software library 

Over 150 titles. 2 weeks hire £1 
Membership £5. Stamp for list. 
Les wilson (0), 100 Blenheim 

Walk, Corby, Northants. 

QUALITY COMMODORE 64 
SOFTWARE LIBRARY FREE MEMBERSHIP. @p hie, Al band ‘Zasaon. Free few ties including, Dallas, program every month: Rise COMMODORE 64 LIBRARY. 8 FOX ‘STREET, TREHARRIS, S WALES 

Stamp for 
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COMMODORE 64 
Software library 

‘Over 200 titles. 2 weeks hire £1. 
Membership £5. Stamp for list 
Les wilson (C), 100 Blenheim 

Walk, Corby, Northants, 

T-Shirts and Sweatshirts 
Spectrum Invader 

T'm User Friendly 
you seen my Peripherals? 

Zap ‘em Monster Games 
Role players do it in dungeons 
100% cotton Ties in. white or sky £3.50 each fnctusive Poty-cotton Sweatshirt in grey £5.99 each Tecluiv, small, medium, large and ‘extra large ses, 

Mail Order only from 
(One Per Cent Screens, Unit 12, Star Lane 

state, Great Wakering, Eines. 

DUAL CASSETTE INTERFACE 
{tis quick and easy to transfer any case 
Program with TRIGSOFT's DCL. 1 int Face. Duplicates all turbos, m/code, files ec, If program can be ba be transferred exactly om a second dat 
Send £10.00inc pape: igo, Marae House, 4 Bornet Pace, Bradford BDS 9.| 

7 Sh mot bom salted 

Double Joystick adaptor and cassette leads ov each 
Duchy/Rally Racer — government ‘mulation arcade game £8.25 

Fun games packs 1 and 2 £2.75 each 
4 great games per tape. 
Reply 10 W.T. Smith, 

7 Glenalmand, Whitburn EH47 8PD 
Tel 41887 

Lhe contents of this publication, including all articles, plans, drawings and programs and al copyright and all other intelctuat propery rights therein belong to Arts 
Specalt Publcaions Ltd. All ights conferred by the Law of Copytight and other intelectual property rights and by virtue of International copyright conve 
specifialy reserved to Aggus Specials Publications Lid and any reproduction requires the prior writen consent ofthe compan 
‘Biges Argus Speiae Publications Ltd 

01-437 0699 
EXT 342. 
‘Send your requirements to: 

iBecki Wilson 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB 

BBC B/Electron/Dragon software 
library — Membership £5.00. 
Tapes 1 (+30p P&P). Stamp for 
details. E. Tucker, (H) $8, Blen- 
heim Walk, Corby, Northants. 

LEEDS SOFTWARE 
LIBRARY 

Spectrum software hire 
For details ring: 

Leeds (0502) 554038 
or 796856 

or write to:— 
45 Grosmont Place, 

BRAMLEY, LEEDS LS13 3PA 

SOFTWARE HOUSES! 
PROGRAM WRITERS! 

cof your packaging simply sendusa sample 
with any relevant information. We wil return 
it—together with our ideas fr improvement 
(inthe orm of acolour'Rough) No obligation. 
(Quotations incuded for artwork & printing 
‘500 1000 copies. The Complete Service 
‘Also Logo design & Advertising Promecinal 
‘material. Allerairies welcome..write to 

READ OUR DEALER 
DIRECTORY AND. 
FIND OUT THE 

LOCATION OF YOUR 
NEAREST COMPUTER 

SPECIALIST. 

Spectrum Junior Maths +-x + 
Reward your favourite game £3.45. 
Mr Coleman, Woodville Road, 
Keighley, Yorks BD20 6JB 

10 Argus 

SSNO0264-4991 



WD Software 
Utilities for the OL (£10 on Microdrive) 

This package offers single-key loading, running or deletion of files, mi 
formatting of cartridges, and auto backup of files from one or more cartridges. to another with optional over-writing of namesakes. In addition, a directory of 
‘+ files can be viewed without screen overflow. NB a VERIFY program is 
unnecessary — QDOS does this automatically. Now includes directory print- 
‘out and “gprint” to print any or all files on a cartridge with optional dated 
les. Owners ofthe earlier package can update by sending OUR cartridge and 

p. 

Current Spectrum Software 
Tradewind (£5 Cassette) 

Buy a ship, provisions and cargoes to trade between the harbours ofthe Coral 
Islands. Make a fortune ifthe weather and pirates let you live long enough to 
ase seamanship and economic. A srateyy/adventre game with graphics 
for 48K. 

Jersey Quest (£5 Cassette) 
Following an accident, you are stranded in the labyrinth of time and must find 
your own way back (0 the Present with the aid of persons and objects from 
Jersey Folklore. Meet the Black Horse of St Ouen, the Dragon and Knight of 
La Hougue Bie, the Black Cat of Carrefour a Cendre, the Witches of 
Rocqueburg and many others. A text-only adventure for 48K in machine code 
(Quill). 

Morse Tutor (£4 Cassette) 
This one has it all! 4-19 words/minute, variable spacing, variable number of 
‘groups of random letters, numbers or mixed, random sentences, own message, 
single characters (including punctuation), ‘variable pitch, FEEDBACK via 
sereenprinter or SPEECH (phonetic alphabet via Currah u-Speech on 48K 
version only), and repeat facility. Takes you to and beyond)RYA and Amateur 
Radio receiving standards. 16K and 48K versions on one cassette, 48K only on 
Microdrive cartridge. 

Spectrum Programs on Microdrive 
All the above are available on Microdrive cartridges at a price of £4.50 for one 
cartridge + the price of each program as shown above e.g. a cartridge with 
Tradewind and Morse Tutor would be £13.50. As a DONUS, Gavin Monk's 

Indexed Loader is included fF€@ with each cartridge. 
cali from 
WD Software (H), Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey, C.l 

Tel (0534) 81392 

TEXAS FANS 

Software Agents 

AGENCY FOR THE COMPUTING ARTS 
If you are a good programmer you probably need an 

agent. Call Bath 60717 or write to: 
6 Quarry Rock Gardens, Claverton Down Road 

Bath, Avon BA2 6EF 

Software 
Educational 

ase” arithmetic. INC “ANT MATHS} TUTOR ANDANT TABLES. £4.00 
‘Cheques/POs 10: EDUSOFT HEATHBARN FARM. PETERSFIELD RD] MIDHURST, W SUSSEX GU29 9RU 

Software 
Games 

‘NEW VIC-20/CBM 64° 
ARCADE GAMES — 

“SUB WARS" — “THE HAWK 
£2.50 each. 

PO BOX 1520 DUBLIN — 
immediate delivery — guaranteed 

Phone 603 

HARLEQUIN SOFTWARE 
TI-99/4A 

JESTER Ext. basic plus joystick 
£5.50. Guide JESTER through nine 
screens of fully animated 

hammers and other nasties and mul 
screened. 
HECTIC VECTOR TI basic £4.50, 
Defend the last black hole against 
ICETTI CRAFT. Very fast basic 
leame. 

117 Shakespeare Street 
Glasgow G20 8LE 

TI-99/4A 
Software 

FAWCETT Software] ti99] 
GHIA RDT-ed Orato. ty (TOS Gromree cron epyromd aca 1798 

Shops and 
Dealers Get wise! ‘O" LEVEL MATHS © 

(Basic) Approved 1 and 2 hour illu. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
‘Adaptor Plus Quickshot 1 joystick 

ONLY £15.50 
For lists please send S.A.E. to:— 
LOADE ENTERPRISES, c/o Ensemble (HCW), 35 Upper Bar, ‘Newport, Shropshire TF10 TEH. 

‘Tel No. (0952) 813667 

Orkoven 
COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

ORI ATMOS/ORIC 1 OWNERS 

SPIDAMAZE Basic. Trapped in a Maze suarded by fearsome spiders. 3D graphics * sound. 2.98 
DONCASTER RACES Basic. An exciing ay atthe races for 1-4 players. £2.98 ‘Al pos fee wai 31, December “4 

(UX. ony) 
A.C. Software. P.O. Box 3 

Burntwood, Walsall WS7 9EE 

‘Are you looking for sortware. Send Sal tor es seals 
s7euawoex veuwace nes nm, | | | Sseatté 

NORFOLK PESO SOT z ‘Any 2above. 
‘Any 3above ‘Any dabove 
CaMet RESET SWITCH. Chibur's 48K Spectrum ‘Attack of 

the Empire’, ‘Meteor-Rescue’, 
“Take-over’, *Character-Designer 
II’, ‘Music Composer’ £5.95 rrp. 
‘Cheque/PO to CHIBUR (HCW) 3 
Lonsdale Street, Leicester LE2 
IBP. Trade/programmer enquiries 
welcome. 

‘Long Eston, Nottingham NGIO 3LU 

WANT TO BUY, SELL, SWOP? 
PHONE BECKI ON 
01-437-0699 

Atari computer software bought 
and sold. SAE’s and lists to Jervis, 
19 Portree Drive, Rise Park, Not- 
tingham NGS SDT. 

CENTRE LTD. 
For fast reliable repair service 
‘of your SPECTRUM, BBC, 
DRAGON, ATARI and 

COMMODORE computers. ¢. 
Send your 16/48K Spectrum to 
us and we will repair and return 

it for £20 + £1.60 p&p. 
Hemel Computer Centre Ltd., 

52 High St., Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts HP1 3AF. 
Tel: 0442 212436 

We offer repairs and spares: 
for Sinciair, Commodore, 
Atari and all other makes. 
Part exchange and second 
hand computer services 

available. 
STATION ELECTRICAL, Coastal 
Rd, Hestbank, Lancaster LA2 

* GHN TEL: 0524 824519 

Ex. Basie Baile apie s0.9| | | sted revision texts. Tur that mock STAFFS 
Hop it £6.95] | ] Discover London! TAX! £3.50 (Ext) ‘Operation Moon £6.95] | | How would you rate as a cabby? > Sea Lionel and the Ladders £7.95] | | Collect fares in your sprite cab. Make COPUTER| suverdaie, Newcastle Prizes for Hi-Scores. CE santa eset Basic STATION ROAD, BROUGH, y Beneath the Stars £5.95 NORTH HUMBERSIDE HUIS 1DY Official Acorn computer Hunchback £5.98 SAE for list) dealer and BBC service and Mania £5.98 Information centre Jelly Beans £495 Huge stocks availabe backed up by sophisticated service dep fo all popular computers. Direct orders through Mileronet ae no. 60043726, 

es Register 

Repairs — ZX81 — Spectrum. Fast, 
reliable repairs by experienced 
engineers, having serviced Sinclair 
computers since the introduction of 
the ZX80. Our price is inclusive of 
all parts, labour, postage and VAT 
irrespective of fault. *No hidden 
charges. *While-you-wait service 
available. Spectrum £18.75. ZX81 
£11.50. 16K Ram £9.95, Call or 
send with cheque or P.O. to: 
T V Services of Cambridge Ltd, 
French's Road. Cambridge CB4 
SNP. Tel (0223) 311371. 

Commodore repairs. By Commo- 
dore approved engineers. Repair 
prices — VIC-20 modulators £6.50, 
VIC-20 from £14.50, CBM 64 from 
£18.00, C2N from £7.00, printers, 
disk, etc. For more details write or 
tel. G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling- 
ton Road, Burnham, Bucks SLI 
7BQ. Tel: (06286) 61696. 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— ORDER FORM 

PREFERRED CLASSIFICATION 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
(minimum charge 15 words). 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to: 

CLASSIFIED DEPT., HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY, 
I Golden Square, London WIR 3AB 
Tel: 01-437 0699. 
Name 
Address 

Tel. No. (Day) 

Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

* ee e He HF * * & * * 
SAVE...SAVE...SAVE 

DISCOUNT COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE 

BBC Model B + Cassette recorder + Five games ...£385 

Acorn Electron... 
Sinclair Spectrum 48K + six games 
BBC Model B Disc Drive from. 
Sinclair QL.. 

Prices include VAT & P&P. 
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE FOR ATARI * BBC * 

CBM 64 % VIC-20 * SPECTRUM * 
ORIC 1 & TEXAS 99/48 

Send no money. For free list send SAE stating 
machine type to: 

47 Broom Land, Levenshulme, Manchester RAMTOP MI9TX or telephone b-42 Se08 
** 8 8 eH He kkk RRR REE 

weeks. 

Arcade Hardware, 211 Horton Rd. 
Fallowfield, Manchester M14 7QE. 
061-225 2248 

FOR YOUR TI-99/4A 
Axiom parallet interface (stand alone... £107.95 
Boxcar RS232 interface (stand alone). £109.95 
Boxcar 32k RAM (stand alone) .. £125.00 
TVLOGO Mnennnn ‘£74.95, 
Personal Peripherals Super Sketc! 
Personal Peripherals Super Stik 

(twin joysticks wired for TI-99/4A\ 
‘Super Champ ‘single joystick for TH... 
Ti Peripheral Expansion System. 
Tigervisions MINER 2049'er 

All items subject to availability 
Wide range of TI-99/4A related items available 

£65.00 

£24.95 
£14.95 
Ecall. 

£23.95 
kkk RR RK 

* 

X-MAS OFFERS 
MICRO & VISION -ovsinsinionncs 18.90, 

Quickshoe foe 
Bbc/Elecron— £11.90. 
Harrier Joystick for 
BBC/Elecron— £9.50 
RAM TURBO INTER-FACE FOR: SPECTRUM 
Di'tronics Keyboard for Spectrum £44.50 
De'toaics Light Pen for Spectrum £19.80 

*WIDE RANGE OF COMPUTER ACCESSORIES CARRIED IN STOCK 
“LOTS OF BARGAIN OFFERS ON 

SOFTWARE FOR SPECTRUM. 13DC 
‘COMMODORE, AMSTRAD ETC 

3A NORTHWAYS PARADE 
FINCHLEY ROAD, SWISS COTTAGE LONDON'NW3 SEN "Tele 01-722 2081 (OPP; MACDONALDS) OPEN TILL 6.30 MON TO SAT 
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ASTROLOGY 
for beginners | State Pack comprising a sevge raga io calasate a horscope, an ioductory 

ooket and’? sal-tacring propa (how oat te horoscope) 
only £11.50 

No previous knowledge required 
48K Spectam, 48K Ore, BBC Elacton, Oragon, Tandy Color TASEO, 

‘Sharp MZ80AK700, Genie Colour Genie, CBM 64 & PET 300040008000, 
‘an, Arson 

Prease send me Astrology Starter Pack for use on 
Lencose a cheque'PO, U.K. for £11.50 (inc p&p). Outside UK add 0p; £2.50 dik: oF, 
[enclose a large sae for free catalogue 
Name. 
Aderess, 

ASTROCALC Dept HCW 67 Peascroft Roed 
Hemel Hempstend, Herts HPS BER tol: 0442 51809 



Auer 

Christmas Twin Pack with Christmas Card 

Spectrum 48K Pyjamarama Automania £11.95 

Commodore 64 Pyjamarama Automania £12.95 

Amstrad CPC 464 Pyjam a Master Chess £12.95 

44 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berkss0344 427317 b 



MSX LAUNCH PACK which includes a FREE GAME! 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Send alargeS.A.E. for our 


